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and partly on the technological analysis of pottery ware and raw materials. 

Another dimension to the research is given by the study of recently aban
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This publication is a tribute to the people of Buhera District, 
the majority of which belong to or are affiliated by kinship or mar

riage to the totem Eland (Nhuka), for their sincere effort <luring 

our fieldwork to understand archaeology, especially for putting up 

with our sifting through the debris of abandoned homesteads. 

They too had to entertain many questions about directions, the 

grave! and strip roads are rarely sign-posted, and the bush tracks 

never. Thank you people ofthe Eland (Maita Museyamwa, mhofu 

yomukono) as we always finally got to our destinations. 
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Preface 

The idea to carry out an ethnological survey of ceramic manufac

ture and settlement habits was proposed by Anders Lindahl in 

1988. The pottery study in Zimbabwe was carried out with the 

view to expand on an earlier PhD publication by Lindahl, "Infor

mation through sherds", based on a Swedish case study. Lindahl 

has used his experience on this earlier work to take responsibility 
for sections dealing with analytical work on ceramics and chapters 

3, 5 and 6. The non-ceramic material was examined by Edward 

Matenga. Matenga, who is trained on Zimbabwean archaeology 

and history, employed his experience as a Shona speaker to select 

the rural district to study. All interviews were held in Shona 

which Matenga conducted and translated. Matenga has drawn 

from several literary sources as well as his own experience as a 

Mushona to provide a brief history of Buhera district and current 

rural life styles (chapter 4). Otherwise the authors take collective 

responsibility for the views expressed in this publication. 

Anders Lindahl Edward Matenga 
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.J::;:•;·z;t•'.was the ~eport of extensive ruins 'larger' said a native, 'than 

'X·\liZse of Zi:rnbabwe', which induced us to make an expedition in

.;~(}1\Ting considerable hardship and unknown risks down in the dis
·i•i'triCt of the .Sabi river. Our wagons, of course, could not go, as our 

•,;'.,{~~y would be by the narrow native paths. Previous experience 

•• ;:.~*dwarned us against depending on the native huts, so for the 

;.:Z'•j~rä~sport 9f·our tents, beddings, and provisions we had to make 

·•;(\C:iI1siderable preparations." 
·\i.J~.these wÖrds Theodore Bent (Bent 1896, p. 213) begins his de

'1'!1r~f~iption ofhis expedition 1891, one hundred years ago, into what 
~·s;!j~now Buhera district. They had to leave the wagon behind and 
'.i:;Bent. and)·his wife performed the trip on horse-back. The 

,ig,· 1. Th~ roads in Buhera may sometimes be difficult to 
pwel by.normal cars, thus cross-country vehicles can be 
.~~ful during fieldwork. 
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necessities were carried by 7 donkeys borrowed from the Char

tered Company and a few native carriers "of reputed respectabi

lity''. 
Bent was the first to make scientific notes on landscape, geog

raphy, ethnography and the archaeology of this part of Zimbabwe 

and these are extremely helpful when trying to reconstruct the 

pre-colonial way oflife. 
In 1990 we started a new project in the same district, hut re

placed the donkeys and the carriers with modern cross-country ve

hicles. Buhera district is still a remote part of Zimbabwe with 

poor roads and bush-tracks (Fig. 1). 

2 
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Chapter2 

The aim and history of research 

Aim 
The aim of the new project is to campare the results of an archaeo

logical inquiry of recently abandoned farmsteads with oral testi

monies by native villagers with the intention to find out the extent 

which ethno-archaeological studies may be of use in interpreting 

archaeological data. In this connection a great deal of interest has 

been focused on pottery and ceramic analysis. 

The later prehistory of southern Africa presents exciting chal

lenges for researchers for the absolute lack of written accounts 

predating the 16th century AD. On the other hand oral traditions 

have proved to be weak beyond a time depth of 200 years. We 

therefore rely heavily on archaeological reconstructions from the 

hunting and gathering and the farming communities as late as 

the 18th century. Of all archaeological material evidence ceramic 

vessels have been recognised as the mast useful in reflecting 

group identities and in the reconstruction of chronological se

quences. This recognition has given birth to a ceramic theory 

which has been discussed by many Africanists in recent years 

(Huffman 1980, 1989; Garlake 1982; Sinclair 1987). The chief pro

tagonist has been Huffman who argues that "cerarnic style can re

flect group identity, ... ceramic style is complex, it can represent 

the repetitive code of cultural symbols in the larger, design ed 

field, and can be used to recognise groups of people in the archaeo

logical record" (Huffman 1980, p. 156). Huffman went on to argue 

that if this is the case then ceramics may show group migrations, 

although same migrations may not result in ceramic change, while 

some ceramic developments too, may not necessarily be a result of 

migration (Huffman, ibid). The ceramic theory is valid provided 

there are no institutionalised market system for pottery or long 

distance exchange of pottery, and where thus pots are made and 
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used by the same community or in the neighbourhoods. The use of 

pottery to support studies in archaeology recognises its numerous 

attributes which may be grouped inta categories of shape, decora

tion, forming technique and function. It is more feasible with pot

tery than any other item found on archaeological sites in 

Zimbabwe, indeed in the whole sub-continent, to carry out a clas

sification within and between assemblages. 

The present work seeks to reveal the ideological relationship 

between the potter and his vessels, to analyse the manufacturing 

techniques, examine the sources of clay, determine why one 

source is preferred to another. This work will also relate the life 

history of a pot from the clay source to the workshop inta the 

household and then out when it breaks. 

Previous work 
Pottezy studies 
AB. early as 1929 Caton-Thompson had observed that pottery 

found on the small zimbabwe of Gombe in Buhera District was al

most identical to pottery at Dhlodhlo Ruins same 200 km to the 

west (Caton-Thompson 1931 p. 132). The possible contemporane

ity of the two zimbabwes is supported by oral traditions from Bu

hera (Beach 1994). Otherwise the first major attempt to classify 

pottery from Zimbabwe and other parts of southern Africa was 

done by Schofield (Schofield 1948). In Zimbabwe a much more se

rious attempt to classify, pottery assemblages was pioneered by 

Robinson. A commercial farmer who turned archaeologist Robin

son relied on his own common-sense to classify the much famed 

Early farming period assemblages of Gokomere (Robinson 1963) 

and Mabveni (Robinson 1961 a) and the large yield of pottery from 

the Great Zimbabwe excavations (Robinson 1961b). Robinson and 

Summers were the first archaeologists to produce a chronological 

sequence of the Early and later Iran Age periods in Zimbabwe. 

On a regional scale pottery studies were used to support a mi

gration hypothesis for the advent of farming communities inta ea-

4 
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stern and southern Africa, the so called Bantu migrations (Soper 

1971; Huffinan 1970; Phillipson 1977), 

Meanwhile other scholars complained that there was too much 

concentration on ceramic typology and thus challenged migration 

stories (e.g. Hall 1983). They argued that ceramics had been ex

cessively used to support migration theories to the effect one 

would imagine there were "Bantu speaking pots". 

The ethnological or ethno-archacological approach to the under

standing of ceramics is a new methodology in Zimbabwe at least. 

In order to assess the value of pottery in archaeological determi

nation one has to understand the relationship between the pot 

and its maker. In order to do this one has to study current tradi

tional pottery industries. 

As far as the authors know, the first such study in Zimbabwe 

was carried out by Huffman in 1969-1970 in a Bulawayo residen

tial suburb (Huffman 1972). The sample area, was not a typical 

case as it was an urban population where the pottery was in

tended for sale on a commercialised market. The potters were 

Shona speaking resident in a predominantly Ndebele speaking 

town. On the results of this study Huffman wrote: "A study of mo

dem Shona functional types from Bulawayo township indicates 

that it is possible for archaeologists to construct ceramic classes in 

the same way as the potters. Shape is weighted first, size second 

and decoration third, This method will, characterise a total ce

ramic assemblage and, therefore aid in comparative studies" 
(Huffman 1972 p. 66). 

Huffman later carried out another ethno-archacological ceramic 

survey, this time, picking ceramic samples from various groups, 

Tonga and Korekore (Zambezi valley), Ndau (Chipinge, south

eastern Zimbabwe), Pedi and Venda (South Africa) (Huffman 

1980). The pottery was analysed using multidimensional proce

dures of classification. The results showed that depending on the 

classification procedure taken, significant stylistic differences 
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could be discerned between the pottery of the vanous groups 

which could be used as identity markers for the respective groups. 

The only other significant contribution to the understanding af 

modern Shona pottery is Ellert's "Material Culture of Zimbabwe" 

(Ellert 1984). This however pravides a basic description af manu

facturing techniques, vessel types, decoration and functions, giv

ing a briefinventory ofthe various kinds ofvessels. 

Settlement-pattern studies 
Ethno-archaeological studies of settlement patterns in southern 

Africa were pioneered in the 1980's by Huffman (Huffman 1981, 

1984, 1986, 1989 p. 159). Huffman's thesis proposed that it is pos

sible through the study of modern settlement pattern to interpret 

the socio-cultural meaning of space on Iran Age archaeological set

tlements. Huffman used ethnographic data from existing works on 

South African ethnic groups, (e.g. Berglund 1976; Hammond

Tooke 1974; Kuper 1980) to propose archaeological antiquity for 

the cattle oriented settlement pattern, so called the Bantu Central 

Cattle Pattern, seen among most groups in South Africa where 

cattle pens are situated at the centre of the homestead sur

rounded by residential house units. Amongst the centrally located 

cattle pens are grain storage bins, while important persons were 

also buried inside the cattle pens. Huffman argued that this pat

tern symbolised the central role of cattle as sacrifice to the ances

tors and as bridewealth. According to Huffman this theory could 

explain same 2nd millennium Iran Age settlements in the south

west of Zimbabwe (Leopards Kopje and Woolandale) (Huffinan 

1986 p. 302). 
Archaeological settlement pattern studies in Zimbabwe were 

largely inspired by the presence of the extensive stone-walled site 

af Great Zimbabwe. Huffman thus isolated a second settlement 

pattern which he called the Zimbabwe Culture Pattern (Huffman 

1986). He argues that the spatial configuration of Great Zim

babwe set criteria for class distinction where: a) people resident 
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lture Pattern (Huffman 

,uration of Great Zim-, 
b.ere: a) people resident 

inside enclosures were wealthier and more important than people 

living in house units outside the stone enclosures. b) Persons lodg

ing on the Zimbabwe Hill were more powerful than people living 

below the hill. The king at Great Zimbabwe therefore lived on the 

hill. 
Huffman identified yet another pattern common among matri

lineal societies living north of the Zambezi River (Huffman 1989). 

This he called the Forest Pattern. Huffman roade other important 

observations about the socio-cultural meaning of space in a settle

ment, "the absolute size of a capital and its relative difference 

from subordinate settlements vary with the degree of social strati

fication" (Huffman 1986 p. 293). Thus there is a relationship be

tween the size of a settlement and the degree of political 

stratification. 
There is regrettably no major ethnological studies of settlement 

pattern of the modern Shona people of Zimbabwe to date. The 

Shona homestead has been described in the context of providing 

and understanding of the Shona world at large and thus no ana

lytical details - plans, diagrams, photographs and discussion -

have been provided (Bourdillon 1987; Bullock 1928; Holleman 

1952). Ellert and du Toit may have gone a little further (Ellert 

1984; du Toit 1981). From the point of view of archaeology, the 

Shona village or homestead has been regarded as fundamentally 

different from the archaeological remains of the zimbabwe stone 

enclosures. We should however note that not all people lived in 

zimbabwes. The study of Shona homesteads should therefore pro

vide further understanding of the ordinary Iron Age settlements, 

some of which were the common residences during the Zimbabwe 
period (1200-1500 AD). 
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Chapter3 

Methods 

Excavation 
The target area for the investigation was the surroundings ofNy

ashanu Mission in Buhera district, where two different farm

steads were chosen. The two farms were abandoned in 1959 and 

1989 respectively. However different in their topographic location, 

one on the top of a small ridge and the other at the base of a hill, 

both farms appear to have had cropping and husbandry as their 

main subsistence. An investigation of this kind is more success

fully completed with the voluntary co-operation of the previous 

owners or inhabitants of the farmsteads. 
We found it easier to approach the villagers through a local 

authority, namely the headmaster ofNyashanu Mission. 

As a primary stage the procedure was to treat the sites entirely 

as archaeological entities. Plans of the sites were drawn and re

mains of the buildings and other features were documented 

through photographs. Mast of the layout of the homesteads was 

still visible on the ground surface. 

From archaeological experience we know that a lat of informa

tion about the human activities at a site can be retrieved from 

rubbish dumps and pits. Consequently the excavations were con

centrated on these areas of the site. After the excavations had 

been completed and the first impressions noted, the data were 

evaluated according to archaeological methods. 

The next stage involved interviews with previous owners and 

inhabitants of the farmsteads, the head-man of the area and peo

ple living in the neighbouring farmsteads. The archaeological con

clusions were then compared with the oral information. 

9 



Pottery analyses 
Documentation 
Pottery is the group of archaeological artefacts beside stone ob

jects that is best suited to withstand weathering or other physical 

and chemical attacks. Furthermore, ceramic pots have always 

played an important role in day-to-day life, as is the case even to 

day. Pottery is therefore widely used as one ofthe most important 

sources of information of our prehistoric society. However, the in

formation concealed in the pottery has to be transformed inta 

meaningful and testable data. This is achieved by means of a thor

ough registration of measurable variables and special features of 

sherds and whole pots. The documentation includes measure-

ments of weight, thickness, amount and size of temper, notations 

of type of temper, vessel forming technique, firing atmosphere, 

:e 

,: } 
shape of sherd, surface treatment, omamentation elements and · ~ 

~ 
the arrangement of decoration. Special features associated with I 

< w 
function and use are also noted in the registration. The registered 

data is statistically tested and forms the bases for further 

analys is. 

Sherd thickness distribution 
The method is based on the assumption that vessels with different 

function also vary in the thickness of the vessel wall. The method 

therefore is a means to extract and verify di:fferent vessel types. 

Calculations of the amount of how !arge a part of a vessel, either 
based on the number of sherds or on the weight of the sherds, can 

both give misleading results as to how much ceramic material a 
sherd represents. This is the case in particular when the amount 

of ceramic material is assumed to represent the corresponding 

proportion of the vessel surface. If the amount of ceramic mate

rial is calculated on the basis of the number of sherds, then a com

parison between sherds of different thickness can only be 

undertaken ifall the sherds are of the same size. lf this do not ap

ply, then this kind of comparison is of little or no value. If only the 

10 
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e size. If this do not ap
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weight is regarded, then a sherd having a thickness of, say 5 mm, 

would give the impression ofrepresenting a much smaller amount 

of ceramic material (surface area) than one which is 10 mm thick, 

when in fäet it could represent exactly the same proportion of the 

surface of a vessel (Hulthen 197 4, p. 2). 

For this reason a calculation of the adjusted weight has been 

performed. As a standard reference thickness 10 mm has been 

chosen. The weight of all the sherds thinner than. this reference 
will be increased proportionally to their thickness. In the same 

way the weight of sherds thicker than 10 mm will be decreased 

proportionally to their thickness. 

On condition that the sherds comprising the material ofthe in

vestigation have a similar density, the value of the adjusted 

weight can be calculated according to the following formula: 

W,xlO =W 
T • 

where 

W, = true weight (g) 10 = standard thickness (mm) 

T = sherd thickness w. = adjusted weight 

Shape analyses 
Vessel shapes were studied through proportional analyses. One 

measure the distance from the symmetry axis and from the base 

axis to certain points of the vessel profile. The definition and the 

terminology as regards the characteristic points (Fig. 2) are de

signed by Nordström (Nordström, 1972, pp. 72. ) on the bases of 

Birkhoff and Shepard (Birkhoff 1933; Shepard 1963, p. 226). The 

characteristic points are: the rim point (R), the vertical tangent 

points (Vn ), the inflection points (In ), the tangent point (T), the 

corner points (Cn) and the base points (Bn) ). The distance meas

ures are converted into percentage of the vessel height. The per

centage values obtained are then plotted in a coordinate system in 

such a way that the vertical symmetry axis coincides with the Y

axis and the base plane with the X-axis. Nordström has also 

11 
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Fig. 2. Shape analyses. The transformation of a vessel into a diagram. 
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a) The original vessel 
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height when 
comparing it 
with a vessel 
without neck 
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········ = modified vessel 

b) The location of the 
plotted points 

Fig. 3. Shape analyses. Comparison of necked vessels with 

vessels with no neck. 

defined another method to group vessels witha a similar profile by 

arranging them inta shape modes (Nordström 1972, pp. 68, Pls. 

7-10). In order to campare necked vessels with vessels without 

neck, a standard vessel with neck has been selected and the part 

below the inflection point has been regarded and measured as a 

complete un-necked pot (Fig. 3). 

The method is used to study if and how different potters (from 

the same area and with the same cultural background) vary in 

their idea of how to shape a pot for a certain function. Orre advan

tage of this method is that vessels can be compared regardless of 
size. The numerical point values provide a suitable base for statis

tical analyses. 

Petrographic microscopy 
Petrographic microscopy is carried out on thin sections of pottery, 

i.e. a piece of a sherd which has been ground to a uniform thick

ness of 0,03 mm. The thin section is analysed under a polarising 

microscope in magnifications ranging from 25x to lOOOx in both 

parallel and polarised light. This analysis makes it possible to 

identify different minerals within the silt and sand fractions. 
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Furthermore remnants of organic matter, diatoms, accessory min

erals and other impurities of the clay are studied. 

Measurements and calculations performed on the tempering ma

terial are: 1) the maximum grain size (max. grain size), 2) the 

mean value of the five largest grains in the sample (mean max . 

. grain size), 3) estimate of the amount of added and natural tem

per (grains larger than 0.1 mm), 4) measuring the length axis of 

100 grains, following a fixed line across the thin section. 

Particular observations of specific minerals, and other features 

concerning the temper and the clay, have been noted. 

Microscope colour photos of the thin sections provided a means 

to divide a large number of thin sections into groups (MIPHO

groups) by visual classification, e.g. group clays with a similar ap

pearance. At least two photos from different parts of the thin sec

tion have been taken in order to minimise erroneous groupmgs 

owing to local variations (Lindahl 1986, p. 29). 
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Chapter4 

Buhera District 

Geology, climate and vegetation 
Buhera District is situated in the south-eastern part of Zimbabwe 

(Fig. 4). Much ofBuhera lies in middle veld (open grassland) with 

an altitude ranging from 600 m - 1200 m above sea leve!, while 

the south-eastern area is part of the Sabi valley and forms part of 

the low veld with an altitude below 600 m. 
Buhera forms a wedge running roughly north-west - south-east 

between the Sabi River to the north and the Nyazvidzi - Devure 

rivers to the south. The outstanding features of the landscape are 

the granite hills and ranges (Fig. 5). The Gombe range ofhills lies 

in the north-west end of the district. The Marabada line of hills 

cuts across central Buhera and forms a divide between the Sabi 

valley and the middle veld along the 900 m contour. The bedrock 

of Buhera, like in many parts of the middle veld, consists of gran

ite and the more or less planar surface is interrupted by granite 

cones, castle kopjes, and inselbergs. 

Buhera is part ofthe hot region and maximum temperatures of 

40'C are not uncommon at Birchenough Bridge on the Sabi. The 

south-east part receives only meagre rainfall because it lies in the 

rain shadow of the south-east trade winds from the Indian Ocean 

which blow over the eastern barder highlands. The amount of 

rainfall increases with increasing altitude. On average Buhera re

ceives between 400 - 600 mm ofrainfall per annum. 

Buhera has basically maintained a rural economy. Natura! 

vegetation has been cleared in many areas of the highlands for 

subsistence agriculture and to meet fuel requirements. The north
west region is dominated by Brachystegia speciforms which grow 

on light sandy soils. This is one of the most widespread tree spe

cies in Zimbabwe. In the Sabi valley and in the low riverine areas 

Mopane, A~acia and species of Combretum are the most common 
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Fig. 4. Map of Zimbabwe with a detailed map of Buhera. 1. 
investigation area, 2. Zimbabwe ruin, 3. business centre, 4. 
river, 5. district boundary, 6, road. 
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Fig. 5. The landscape of Buhera. Different species of 
trees e.g. Brachystegia spp. Acacia and Baobab are scat
tered over areas not used for cultivation. The more or 
less flat country is interrupted by granite cones, insel
bergs and castle kopjes. 

trees. In these areas the original vegetation has survived because 

the soils are not suitable for agriculture. Trees are generally de

ciduous shedding leaves in the dry season. 

History 
Buhera provide a wealth of evidence indicating human settlement 

in prehistoric times from the Stone Age to the advent of late Iron 

using and Farming Communities. A number of rock painting si tes 

have been reported. Most rock paintings in Zimbabwe were done 
in the late Stone Age period between 10 000 years to 2 000 years 

BP. The practitioners of the late Stone Age culture in southern Af

rica are generally believed to be ancestral San populations ( Gar

lake 1988), otherwise called the Bushmen. As yet none of the 
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Buhera sites have been investigated but comprehensive studies 

have been done elsewhere in Zimbabwe (Goodall 1958; Cooke 

1974; Garlake 1988; Walker 1995) and in South Africa (Lewis

Williams 1982) to provide definitive information about stone age 

life styles. 

Regrettably, there is nothing on record from Buhera district for 
the period intervening between the late Stone Age and 1200 AD 

when the Zimbabwe culture emerges. This seems to arise from 
lack of research rather than lack of evidence. 

The presence of about 11 Zimbabwes in this small area implies 

that it was a very important tributary state of the Great Zim

babwe state system during the mid 2nd millennium AD. The word 

zimbabwe derives from the Shona expression "dzimba dza mabwe" 

which means ''houses of stone". The stone ruins in Buhera are 

counted among the 300 or more Zimbabwe Ruins which were built 

and occupied between the 13th and the 18th centuries AD. The 

mast impressive of these is of course the Great Zimbabwe. It is no

table that the fourth largest Zimbabwe, Matendera, is in the Bu

hera cluster of ruins. The Zimbabwes were built by ancestral 

Shona communities to serve as venerated courts where rulers and 

their important vassals lived (Garlake 1973; Sinclair 1987). 

The antiquarian Bent was the first schalar ta investigate the 

ruins in Zimbabwe. When he heatd·about the·Ruins in Buhera, he 

travelled from Great Zimbabwe to see Matendera and Chiurwi 

Ruins in 1891 (Bent 1896). He was followed 14 years later by a 

professional archaeologist, Maclver, who dug a few test pits at 
Matendera (Maclver 1905). In 1929 Caton-Thompson did limited 

work at the at the zimbabwes at Gombe, Chiwona, Muchuchu and 

also at Matendera (Caton-Thompson 1931). 

The history of Buhera in the last two or three hundred years is 

dominated by the Hera dynasty (totem Shava Nhuka - Eland) 

upon which the name of the district is derived. The present record 

is largely based on oral traditions which relate the occupation of 

Gombe mountain in the north-west end of their territory by the 
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ved. The present record 

relate the occupation of 

Jf their territory by the 

founding father Mbiru-Nyashanu. Subsequent fractional squabb

les called for the intervention of the Rozvi. The latter feature 

prominently in Portuguese documents from the 17th century. The 

Hera explicitly claim to have built the loopholed zimbabwe an top 

of this massive ridge. Caton-Thompson records that this elongate 

hill was also called Mai yauaHera (which means Mother of the 

Hera) (Caton-Thompson 1931, p. 131). Oral traditions which the 

author knows point that the full name of the mountain and ruins 

is Gombe rauaHera (meaning the !arge gourd of the Hera). While 

Iiving an Gombe mountain the Hera sought recognition as a tribu

tary chieftaincy (Sadunhu) from the Rozvi rulers who were proba

bly based at the zimbabwe of either Dhlodhlo or Naletale in the 

west. In later years they were displaced by the Njanja people who 

had a long standing relationship with the Portuguese as trade in

termediaries (Beach 1994, pp. 72; Ellert 1994). The Hera shifted 

their capita! from Gombe mountain to Bedza Hills and later fur

ther south-east in the Marabada Hills which today constitute the 

central area (Beach 1980, 1994; Holleman 1949, 1952) (Fig. 4). 

The Hera dynasty bears the reputation af being one af the mast 

stable one in Zimbabwe. In addition the Hera have retained mast 

ofthe land they held in pre-colonial times (Beach 1990 pers. corn). 

During the 16th - 19th centuries Buhera is especially signifi

cant as the last stronghold of Tohwechipi, the last Changamire 
(king) of the Rozvi. The Rozvi are associated with a number of 

zimbabwes in south-western Zimbabwe including Dhlodblo and 

Naletale. They were the last Shona state before the coming af the 

Matabele from Zululand, South Africa. In the 1830's the Rozvi 

were besieged first by Nguni group under a woman leader, Nya

mazana. In the 1850's the Matabele under Mzilikazi sent the 

Rozvi state inta rapid disintegration, forcing one group led by the 

last ruler, Tohwechipi to retreat to the Mavangwe hills in Buhera 
(Beach 1980, p. 267). Tohwechipi's grave in the Mavangwe Hills 

is a protected national monument. 
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The pace ofmodernisation in Buhera District in response to the 

introduction of European civilisation has been very gradual for 

lack of immediate commercial and industrial interests. The phos

phate mining village of Dorowa and highway stopover at Birche

nough Bridge (Mutare - Masvingo) are situated on the fringes of 

the district and can at best exert gradual influence on life styles. 

Hence the Buhera District has retained its "rustic" character. 

The rural landscape and daily life 
Most areas intervening between streams have been cleared for 

cultivation, while the hills and areas along the stream banks have 

retained substantial natural vegetation. 

A homestead usually consists of three or four circular pole and 

dhaka (daubing clay) houses, covered by a conical grass-thatched 

roof. Each house has its assigned function. The basic set-up is: one 

kitchen for each wife (polygamy is not uncommon); this is also her 

sleeping house; one sleeping house for the boys (gata), one sleep

ing house for the girls (nhanga) and a granary (dura) is now often 

a square house with a pyramidal roof and a raised floar resting on 

a square setting of nine stones. If ants were to invade they would 

be noticed and stopped on climbing stones. Normally there is a 

primary granary where the maize is kept before the corn is re

moved from the cob, a chicken pen and pens for livestock also be

long to the farmstead. These are usually situated on the periphery 

of the farmstead. Quite a lat has been written about the Shona 
homestead (e.g. Ellert 1984, pp. 8; du Toit 1981), hut the situation 

is fast changing, for example rich families now have a modern rec

tangular brick house as the main living unit although they may 

incorporate the traditional components described above 

The day to day maintenance of the homestead is the duty of 

daughters or daughters-in-law who sweep the houses and polish 

the floar with cow dung. They wash the dishes and put them on 

the drying rack, out of the way of animals (Fig. 6). They also re

move the ashes from the fireplace and sweep the yard, which 
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Fig. 6. Household activities in a homestead. W ashing 
dishes and putting them on a rack, out of the way for the 

· ··· animals, is one of the duties for daughters and daughters 
in-law. 

,sliould be kept bare of grass (to minimise the risk af snakes com

ing in to the farmstead) (du Tait 1981, p. 8). Hereby the farmstead 

· is kept very clean and tidy. All waste - ashes, banes, potsherds, 

tin"cans etc. - is thrown into the garbage pit or garbage area. 

. ']'hus here we have a midden assemblage af all daily things used 

·· • 1n the household. 

Utensils made afpottery, waad and wickerwark are still among 

the most cammonly used in the daily life. Thaugh the coaking pot 

roade of cast iran is beginning to be more frequent, the coaking pot 

Piade out of clay is still believed ta give the food a better flavaur. 

Althaugh the pots have a brick-red colour when they are new (axi

dized firing), the coaking pats tum black all the way thraugh the 

.. , . Ware when they have been used for anly a few weeks. This 
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'i blackening of the ware is caused by repeated usage over an open l 

fire (Lindahl 1991). l 
:M 
'Ä 

·a The number of clay pots in an ordinary household are 2-5 cook-

ing pots and 8-12 storage/serving vessels of different sizes. One ~ 

potter in Buhera had a large quantity of cooking pots (approx .. ' 

* 10-12) of which some were very big (see below page 46). These '.~ 

pots were not for her own household. She used to lend them to . 
'J; 

families in her village when they had visitors or parties as a serv- i 
ice to her neighbours without getting any payment in return. 

Economic activities 
I 
'* ''% 

~ A summer day usually begins just before sunrise with m!'ln lead- ., 

ing draught animals to the fields a distance of anything up to 1 
three kilometres away. The women often follow later. Very few ·.~ 

machines if any are used on the farms. On the contrary, the hoe l 
and the ox-driven plough are the most common tools for : ~ 

cultivation. 

The more physically demanding tasks such as ploughing are 

done by men. Both sexes however work together at weeding and : I 
harvest. Occasionally communal labour is invited and the reward . 

is a beer party in the afternoon. Apart from their economic value 

as a reward for services given, such beer parties constitute essen

tial social functions. 

The success of a crop in the absence of irrigation is entirely de

pendent on the weather. The more successful crops are sorghum, 

finger and pearl millet. 
Young boys look after the cattle in summer. There are no pad

docks and the animals can forage on virtually all open land. The 

boys used to be engaged in a number of games while herding cat

tle: pseudo-card games with leaves where the losers have to look 

after the cattle, hide and seek and bird shooting. The games 

should not distract the boys' attention on the herds lest the ani

mals trespass into the fields. If this happens the boys have to es

cape or face corporal punishment. 
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have played an important role in African rural economy 
~~·--·- centuries (Kileff 1970, p. 14; Bullock 1928; Bourdillon 
mahY 

Aman's wealth is often based on the number ofhead of cat-

which he owns. This may vary from a few to about 20 heads. 
deals may still be concluded by the exchange of cattle. 

While much of the "lobola" (bridewealtb/price) is now settled in 

cash rrtany families still insist that part of the transaction called 

'.'the cow of the mother" (in fäet a cow and its young) should be a 

real beast and cannot be exchanged for its monetary value. Fol

lowin~ the tradition of ancestral worship a bull is dedicated to the 

deceased head of the family and give his name in a ceremony in 

which finger millet is sprinkled on the beast. After a number of 

years' tbe beast is slaughtered, the meat taken without salt in a 

ritual i.n which people sing, beat drums and drink beer (Bourdillon 

198~l•P• 232). Cattle today are a valuable source of cash for school 

fees as an increasing number of rural children stay longer in 

sch/iql. 
In. the dry season (May to October) animals are let loose during 

the day and sought after by the boys in the afternoon. If they stay 

away at night they risk the danger of being preyed upon by e.g. 

thEi:·spotted hyena or other wild animals. Incidentally, the hyena 

(anl:l the owl) are believed to be the domesticates ofwitches or wiz

ardii.(uaroyi/uatakati). The hyena is the means oftransport while 

the 
0

qwl is the guide. The rural folk's fear of witches is pervasive 

and. is often fundamental in deciding relations between neigh

bouts (Gelfand 1967) 

A major activity in the dry season is gardening. Gardens are 

sifoated by the bore-hole, stream or vlei (marshland/wetland). It 
is. primarily the duty of women to water the gardens. Both men 

and women are engaged in basketry. Otherwise the dry season is 

a period of relative rest when people may go to beer parties where 

SQlne handicraft may be manufactured while drinking. 
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Transport 
Only business people and a few school teachers can afford to own 

a car, nor is a bicycle within the means of many people. Y et only a 

few routes are served by buses in the district. The majority oflocal 

trips of up to 30 km are therefore made on foot. It is not unusual 

to see people walking with loads of 10 to 15 kg on their heads. 

Otherwise, ox-driven carts are used for the transportation of 

goods. Sledges too are still used although their use has been dis

couraged for the darnage they can cause to the soil. 

Meals 
Fifteen or twenty years ago a family had only 2 rneals a day (lunch 

and supper). Today it is customary to take a mid-rnorning break 

at work fora cup oftea sweetened with sugar. What is considered 

to be a wholesorne meal should include sadia (a thick cereal por

ridge). Sadza used to be made from pearl millet or finger millet, 
but today maize is more cornmon. 

The comrnunal aspect of rural life is clearly illustrated by the 

fäet that one portion is first served for all boys in the farnily, then 

one for the girls and another for the parents. The eldest child set 

the stage by eating first followed by the second eldest and so on. 

After this initial round no order is followed, but the youngest has 

the privilege to round off the meal. Vessels used for different ac

tivities naturally have different narnes even ifthey have the same 

size and shape. A vessel used for cooking sadza is for instance 
called Shambakodzi, a vessel for cooking purnpkins and sweet po

tatoes Shangwa and a vessel for cooking relish Hadliana. The 

storage vessels also have their names, which are deterrnined by 

both size and function. A vessel used for storing the beer brew is 

called Gate or Nyengero. A vessel used for serving beer or water is 

called Pfuko and the drinking vessel, which has the same shape as 

the Pfuko but is smaller is called Chipfuko, the prefix "chi" indi

cating a diminutive. These drinking vessels may sometimes be 

quite !arge (c. 25 cm in height and diameter) since they are not 
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Shonl:l names and the vessel functions were obtained during field 

work 1988 -1991 (Lindahl 1990a, 1990b, Lindahl et al. 1991). 

The extended family 
Th~ father is the head of the family and reserves the right to 

make all important decisions. Rural people of Buhera have re

tafoed a sense of communalism to the degree that elder brothers 

ancl sisters - if they are considered to have the financial capacity 
_ should look after the welfare of younger members of the family 

ani:I their families. Tbis is almost a matter of obligation regardless 

ifthe parents are dead or alive. 

This symbiotic network may extend to cousins, step cousins as 

it is reinforced by a system of kinship traced back through several 

g~Jjerations (Holleman 1952, p. 25; Bourdillon 1987, pp. 26). It is 

D;oi;iceable that as people become increasingly dependent on the 

itdustrial econorny these bonds are being loosened. 

Le i sure 
When it gets dark in the evening it is quite cornmon that the farn

ily gathers around a fire outside the houses. Most often sorneone 

tEi telling stories. Both children and grown-ups are listening. The 

children are sitting or lying down on straw-rnats, where they rnay 

'lan asleep, while the elders usually are working with sornething 

that does not require much light . 
. · ·. AB late as in the 1970's it was not unusual that children of an 

·extended family were rallying together in the evening fora variety 

· of games and singing. This was the tirne when adolescents could 

choose their rnates. In these cases the boy usually gave the gir! a 

· present (e.g. a pin for her dress) as a token of bis affection, when 

they were dancing and singing. The girl would then think about it 
and later give hirn her answer. 

Today the focal points in the village are usually a few places 

with grarnophones where the youngsters can dance to modern 



music. On Saturdays and Sundays adolescents today would prefer 

to spend the day at the emerging "growth points" (rural business 

centres) to attending a traditional social gathering. 

All this said it must be noted that Zimbabwe today is on the 

threshold of rapid socio-economic transformation and rural places 

like Buhera District will surrender their "rustic" values to change 

in the next few decades. 
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Chapter 5 

The traditional pottery manufacture in Bu
b:era District 

In order to understand and correctly interpret the ceramic assern

blages of an archaeological site it is of the utmost importance to 

have at least a basic knowledge of the factors involved in the local 

Illanufacturing process. The study of traditional pottery manufac

tiire in a basically agrarian society, like the one in Zimbabwe, be

comes one of the most reliable sources of knowledge (Lindahl 

. l990a, 1990b, Lindahl et al. 1991; Huffman 1972, p. 66). 

Five potters have been interviewed in Buhera District in order 

to establish the various forms of pottery production. The inter-

! views fol!owed a predesigned questionnaire comprising 72 ques

tions, concerning the collection of raw materials, technology, 

vessel shape and vessel function, symbolism in the decoration as 

well as rites, rnyths and taboos involved in the production of 

pottery. 
There are only female potters. Men may participate in the 

transport of clay and the ready-rnade pots. Potting is a part-tirne 

job, which means that these women usually tend the fields and 

only rnake pots when the farming season is at a stand-still. 

The raw materials 
· All potters used local clay, located in river banks or in association 

with smaller streams (Fig. 7) (cf. Huffman 1972, p.66). In most 

cases the clay was dug up within a radius of up to three kilome

·tres from the homestead. However, one potter occasionally used a 

clay source located approx. 30 krn from ber borne, but as she said 
''Only when I have adequate transport, because the clay is too 

heavy to carry such a long distance". 

Generally only one clay is used, but in two cases the potters 

sometimes mixed up to three different clays or soils. The initial 
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Fig. 7. Quarrying clay on the bank of a stream. 

phase in working the clay is to break it into small pieces with the 

hands. Thereafter the clay is placed on a hard surface and 

pounded with a wooden stick. During this process water is added 

successively until the clay has reached a suitable working plastic

ity (Fig. 8). 
The clays used by the potters in Buhera are naturally tem

pered, that is the clay contains enough coarse grains to prevent 

the pots from cracking when they are dried and fired. Therefore 
no temper has to be added to the clay by the potter. As mentioned 

above some potters mixed different clays or soils. These vary in 

their grain size distribution and thus one can say that the potters 

tempered the fine clay with a coarse sandy one. 
After the clay is properly worked it is usually left to "rest" for 

at least one day. It may also be stored for several months in a pit 

covered with a damp cloth and stone slabs. 
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Fig. 8. Pounding the clay when mixing it with water. 

The choice of clay is of the utmost importance. In one particular 

. case when the potter used two different clays, one was silty with a 

~arge amount of coarse particles whereas the other was compara

. tively fine. The latter was basically used ta make small vessels 

like cooking and drinking pots. When she tried to make !arge con

tainers of that clay they col]apsed during the process. The compo-

. sition of the clay made it unsuitable for !arge vessels. The coarse 

' clay, on the other hand, was well suited for the manufacture of 

both small and ]arge vessels. The reply to the question why she 
didn't use that specific clay for all the pots, was "Don't you under

. stand that such a coarse clay is not adequate for cooking pots, the 
. !arge grains come off when you stir the food and you don't want 

grave! in what you are eating, do you?" 
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Forming the vessel 
The vessel forming technique is a combination of modelling and 

coiling. The potter places a thick coil on a meta! plate or similar 

surface and pulls the clay upwards while slowly rotating the plate 

(Fig. 9). Usually the potter knows how much clay is needed for a 

vessel of a particular size, but for large vessels it is impractical to 

start with all the clay that is required. Additional coils are there

fore added when needed. The pots are made in two stages. In the 

primary stage the upper two thirds of the vessel are formed to its 

final shape, including surface treatment and decoration (see be-. 

low). The vessel is now left to dry for a few hours. However, it is 

important that the lower edge must not dry. Therefore it is •. 

Fig. 9. Forming the vessel. A !arge coil is placed on a 
meta! plate or similar surface. The vessel is formed by 
pulling the clay upwards while rotating the plate. Addi
tional coils are added if needed. The upper 2/3 of the ves
sel is first formed to its final shape including surface 
treatment and decoration. 
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protected by means of for instance a wet cloth. Thereafter it is 

turned upside down and the bottom is formed (Fig. 10). 

. The pots almost exclusively have rounded bases, cooking ves

sel~ or storage vessels alike. 
The making of pottery is always carried out in the shade, most 

often in the kitchen-house. Ifthe clay is exposed to direct sunlight 

or wind <luring forming and the initial stage of the drying process, 

the outer surface dries too fast, causing the vessel to crack. 
" ,,, 

Fig. 10. The leather hard vessel is turned upside down and 
the bottom is formed. 
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Fig. 11. The rnost comrnon surface treatrnent of a pot is 
polishing with a srnooth pebble. 

The surface treatment 
When the vessel shape is completed the surface is smoothed with 

the hand and ample water. The pot is thereafter left to dry until it 

has reached a "leather hard" state. The surface is then polished 

with a rounded srnooth pebble from a river bed (Fig. 11). Practi

cally all pots have a polished surface and depending on the time of 

polishing they may sometimes reach a near metallic lustre. This is 
especially the case when the polishing is combined with the addi

tion of a finely ground powder of gra phite. 

Decoration 
The decoration elements as well as the arrangements of the deco

ration vary from one village to another. Which type of pots that 

are to be decorated and which are to be plain may also vary. (Lin

dahl 1990b, 1991, p. 58; Huffman 1972, pp. 68). In general cooking 

pots are left undecorated while storage vessels get a rich 
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Fig. 12. Cross hatching (a) and vertical triangular panels 
(b) are the mast frequent decoration elements. The panels 
used to be coloured by means of graphite or red-ocre. 

decoration around the upper part of the body, shoulder and neck. 

The mast frequent decoration elements are incised lines in trian

gular and vertical panels as well as cross-hatching (Fig. 12a, b). 

The panels used to be coloured by means af red-ochre and graph
ite. In our modern time these traditional colours are often suc

ceeded by oil-paints in bright red, blue, green, yellow etc. (Fig. 13). 

Firing 
The pots are left to dry in a shaded place for one or two days, 

thereafter they are kept in the sun for a few more days to become 

completely dry. They are then fired in an open fire in oxidized at

mosphere either on the flat ground or in a shallow pit (Fig. 14). 

Approximately ten vessels are fired on each occasion. The !arge 

ones are placed in the middle and the small ones around and on 

top. The fuel is stacked around the vessels. Owing to lack of fire

wood the most common fuel today is tree bark and cattle-dung. 
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Fig. 13. Today the graphite and red-ocre is often ex
changed for oil paints in red, blue, green or yellow. 

Fig. 14. The pots are fired on an open fire. In order to save 
firewood the potters use tree bark or cattle dung as fuel. 
Normally c. 10 vessels are fired at the same time. Each 
firing takes approximately 45 minutes. 
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fig. 15. a) After firing the vessels have a brick red surface, 
sometimes with grey or black patches. b) The core af the 
iåre is still often dark grey ar black indicating that the 
firing time was short and therefore the ware is not oxi
·dized all the way through. 

Botl:L give an even and sufficiently high temperature ta produce 

well'.fired ceramics. The firings are carried out an calm days, pref

eråbly in the mornings. Windy weather causes rapid and uneven 

firirig which may result in cracking af the pot. A firing normally 

tak~s about 40 minutes. After cooling the pots show a brick-red 

surface, sometimes with grey ar black patches. However, the core 
of tb.e ware is most often dark grey ar black. This is not a sign of 

an inadequately fired ware, hut merely points ta the fäet that the 

firii:lg tline was short and therefore the ware is not oxidized all the 

way through (Fig. 15a, b). After each firing the ground is cleaned 

from. accidentally braken pots and ashes. There are no visible 

tra<,es of the firing ta be seen afterwards . 

Vess~l shapes 
There are two basic vessel shapes: 

1:) Wide-rimmed pots with no neck or with a very short one 

(Fig 16). These vessels are used for cooking, serving food or as 
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eating bowls. Their sizes vary, the cooking pots for the basic food 

are the largest ones, the eating bowls are much smaller. The size 

of a pot with the same function may vary between households. A 

big household naturally needs larger cooking-pots than a small 

one. The rim diameters are ranging from 15 to 25 cm and the 
heights from 15 to 35 cm. 2) Necked, narrow-rimmed vessels (Fig. 

17). The large ones of this type are used for sto ring liquids and 

dried food. The small ones are used for carrying and serving liq

uids as well as for drinking. Depending on their function the rim 

diameters range from 10 to 30 cm and the height from 15 to 55 

cm. 

In Huffman's study of Shona pottery from Pumula township in 
Bulawayo a third basic vessel shape was noted " ... a gourd-shaped 

pot, distinguished by a marked incurved neck and consequent 

small mouth" (Huffman 1972, p. 68). Furthermore, the majority of 

the pots in Pumula had flat bases (ibid.). The third vessel shape 

noted in Pumula and the general tendency to a flat base has not 

been observed in Buhera, nor in any village in northern and cen

tral Zimbabwe that has been visited within the framework of the 

Fig. 16. Cooking vessel 
without neck. 
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Fig. 17. A necked narrow 
rimmed vessel. The size of 
the vessel depends largely 
on its function. 
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project "Traditional pottery manufacture in Zimbabwe" (Lindahl 

199oa, 1990b). 
Tj'he containers used for carrying water from the well were for

rnerly pottery. Today the clay pots have been succeeded by !arge 

tirt cans. To prevent the water from spilling in these straight con

tainers the top is covered not by a lid but by small branches with 

le<tYes. When the water splashes it hits the leaves and drips back 

into the container. 
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Chapter 6 

. Potters, vessel function and shape analyses 

In order to achieve a better understanding and thus interpreta

tion of the pot sherds found in the refuse pits, five potters from 

surrounding villages were interviewed and their manufacture of 

pottery was studied. The different pots were measured, drawn 

and photographed and their names and functions were noted (Fig . 

. 18-19). 

Potter I 
Erisina Dondo is an elderly woman at Homora village, in her own 

.· words born in "the year of the locust". She is married and has four 

children (2 sons and 2 daughters). Her husband is a farmer and a 

part time carpenter making tr:aditional items. She learned the 

craft by watching her mother potting and she also had dreamed of 

making pots. For this reason she decided to try this "career". Er

isina does not only make pots for her own use, but also for sale 

ä.hd in exchange for extra labour on the fields. She makes pots 

.'both on request and to keep in stock. 

Erisina like the other potters in Buhera make both storage ves

' sels and cooking vessels. 

Ten of her household vessels were measured, four necked 

,:storage/serving/drinking vessels (height 20 to 44 cm) (Fig. 19). 

"These vessels are all used for storing or serving beer. The largest 
\ine is a Gate which is used for storing beer after cooking. The next 

.in size is a Makua used for storing and serving beer at parties. 

:The two smaller are Chipfuko. They are used for drinking beer or 

'.water. There are six cooking/eating pots two with short neck 
'.Uieight 17 and 25 cm) and four without neck (height 10 to 35 cm) 

(Fig. 18). The larger of the necked pots is a Shangwa used for 

. cooking sweet potatoes. The other is a Hadliana used for cooking 

relish. This specific pot is made as a copy of modern cast iron or 
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a 

c d 

Fig. 18. Size variation and functions of cooking pots. al 
relish (hadliana, gapu), children's porrige (chimbira), bl 
sadza (Shambakodzi), ground nuts (chishangwa), c) 
pumpkins, sweet potatoes, beans (shangwa) and sadza 
for many people (mbuhwa), dl beer- pot (gambe). 

b c 

O 10 20 30 40 cm . . . , . 
Fig. 19. Size variation and functions of storage-, serving
and drinking pots. a) drinking (chipfuko), b) storing 
dried food (shangwa), cl carrying water (chirongo), dl 
serving beer/water (makua, nyengero, pfuko), el storing 
beer (gate). 
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af cooking pots. a) 
rrige (chimbira), b) 
; (chishangwa), c) 
iangwa) and sadza 
Jt (gambe). 

e 

af storage-, serving
:ipf'uko), bl storing 
mter (chirongo), d) 
), pf'uko), e) storing 

e'namel cooking pots with two handles and a lid. The largest af the 

vessels without neck is a Gambe used for cooking beer. The next 

. ones in size are: a Shambakodzi used for cooking Sadza, a Hadli

ana for cooking relish anda Chimbira which is an eating bowl. 

Erisina explains the presence of a short neck on the cooking 

. pots as a relatively late feature added to the potting tradition. 

·The function is that you 3 

use the neck as a grip, 100 

thus making the warm 

pot easier ta handle when 

you remove it from the 

fire. 
The proportional analy

ses display a distinct dif

ference between the vessel 

types above the maximum 

body diameter (Fig. 20-

21). Below this point all af 

her vessels, regardless af 

size and function have al

most identical shape pro

portions. The function in 

itself is mirrored above 

that point in the shape 

modes. Thus the storage/

serving/drinking vessels 

. have a narrow rim as 

compared ta the necked 

cooking pots (Fig. 20). 

Vessels with no neck are 
grou ped in ta three differ

ent modes: 1) pots for 

cooking beer, 2) pots for 
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Fig. 20. Shape modes, vessels 
with neck, Potter I. 
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Fig. 21. Shape modes, vessels 
without neck, Potter I. 
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with neck, Potter IL 

sadza and relish and 3) 
eating bowls (Fig. 21). 

Potter Il 
Tamary at Magondo villa

ge, a neighbouring village 

of Homora, was bom in the 

late 1940. She is married 

and her husband is a 

farmer. She has three sons 

and two daughters. 

Tamary learned potting by 

helping her aunt in collect

ing clay and watching her 

making pots. Her aunt also advised her to make her own pots so 

that she (Tamary) would not have to buy them. AB in the case of 

Erisina Tamary makes pots not only for her own use but also for 

sale. She tries to build up a small stock but makes them on re-

quest as well. 
14 ofher pots were measured. Ten are storage/serving/drinking 

vessels varying in height from 24 to 53 cm. The four largest orres 

are Gate for storing beer after cooking. There are three Nyengero 

used for serving beer. One vessel has a dual function. Most of the. 

time it is used as a Chirongo for carrying water from the well, but. 

sometimes it may be used as a Nyengero. The two smallest necked ' 

vessels are Chipfuko used for drinking beer. 

One of the four cooking vessels has a short neck (vessel height 
30 cm). It is a Shangwa and used for cooking pumpkins. The larg

est of the cooking pots without neck (height 38 cm) is a Gambe, · 

used for cooking beer. The other two area Shambakodzi, for cook

ing sadza (height 17 cm) and a Hadliana for cooking relish (height 

14 cm). All the storage/ser- ving/ vessels except one have the same 

proportions (Fig. 22). Orre of the !arge vessels for storing beer is 

proportionally much slimmer than the other storage pots. Since · 
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Fig. 23. Shape modes, vessels 
without neck, Potter IL 

nrct-POJrticms above the vertical tangent point. The beer-cooking pot 

neck clearly differs from the other vessels. The standard 

coalrlng pots and the pot for cooking beer display the same shape

rnode pattern as those af potter I (Fig. 21). 

. Esnath Mu tema at Chipiro village is the first wife af Wilfred 

Mutema. She was barn in 1950. Her husband is a farmer and 

part-time black-smith as well as wood-carver. Esnath was advised 

ta make pots in 1983 due ta economic need (it was the second year 

af the severe drought which hit Zimbabwe for a decade). Even 

though her mother is a potter she did not receive the inspiration 

· from her, hut rather from Erisina Dondo (potter I) who is barn in 

the'Mutema family. She makes pots both for the household and 

for ·sale. She keeps a stock af pots hut she also makes an request. 

1Dwelve af her vessels were measured, eight storage/serving/
drinking vessels varying in height from 21 ta 40 cm and four 

Cooking/eating pots, whe-reof two necked (height 16 and 43 cm) 

and two without neck (height 17 and 23 cm). The two largest 

ne,c;ked vessels are Nyengero for serving beer. The next in size are 
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Fig. 25. Shape modes, vessels 
without neck, Potter III. 

Potter IV 

two Shangwa used for 

storing dried food. The 
four smallest are Chip

fuko used for drinking 

beer/water. The large 
necked cooking pot is a· 

Gate for cooking beer and 

the small one is a Hadli

ana for cooking relish. 

The two vessels without 

neck are Shambakodzi 

used for cooking sadza. 

The same pattern in 

the shape modes as for 

the previous potters is re-i 

peated in Erisinas set of 

pottery utensils (Fig. 

24-25). However, her 

necked cooking pots have 

a much wider body in pro

portion ta the height than 

the other necked vessels. 

This is displayed in the; 

proportion analyses in 

that the shape modes of 

the two vessel types di c 

vert already at the tan' 

gent point. 

Janet Mutema, second wife of Wilfred Mutema. She was barn in 

1952 and has two sons and four daughters. Janet started ta make 

pots for the same reason as Esnath and was also inspired by her.: 

She is also making pots both for the household and for sale. 
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Fig. 26. Shape modes, vessels 
with neck, Potter IV. 
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Fig. 27. Shape modes, vessels 
without neck, Potter IV. 

. the proportion analyses are very similar to the ones of potter I and 

II (Fig. 26-27). However, there is one necked cooking pot that 

stand out (Fig. 26). The proportions ofthis pot are very similar to 

the ones of Esnath Mutema (Fig. 24) and since they are working 

close to one another it is very likely that there has been some mix

ing oftheir kitchen ware. 
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Fig. 28. Shape modes, vessels 
with neck, Potter V. 

Potter V 
Janet Murwisi at Maunze 

village is married and her · 

husband is a farmer and carpenter. She was barn in the 1930's. 

and has one son and eight daughters. Her mother was a potter 

and she began copying her mother when she was making pots. , 

Janet makes pots for household use and for sale, but she also · 

keeps a number of vessels, mostly larger orres, which she rent or ; 

lend out to the other villagers when they are having a party. 

Fourteen of her vessels were measured - three storage/-ser

ving/drinking vessels and eleven cooking/eating pots. The large 

serving vessel (height 29 cm) is a Pfuko and the smaller ones are 

Chipfuko (height 26 and 19 cm) for serving/drin-king or only 

drinking. She has a wide variety of cooking pots, all with neck. 

One of them, a large Chirongo (height 33 cm) was originally made 

for carrying water but the function has changed inta a usage for 

cooking ground nuts, maize and beans though Janet claims that it 

is occasionally still used for the original purpose (Fig. 28). She 

also has a large Mbuhwa used for cooking sadza for many people 

and a large Shambakodzi for sadza and beans. Further more she 

has five smaller Shambakodzi (height 17 to 20 cm) and three 
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to 20 cm) and three 

Gupu (height 14 to 17 cm). The latter vessel type is used for cook

ing re!ish. 
As for all the other potters the cooking vessels and the storing 

vessels. have different shape modes, especially above the maxi

mum diameter. As mentioned previously Janet has a !arge variety 

of cooking pots of which all hut two display a well defined concep

tion of vessel proportions. The two pots that fall outside this ho

'"1logenous and very narrow shape mode also differ from one 
· another (Fig. 28). It is therefore most likely that these pots are 

')lot roade by ber. 
Janet Murwisi is a member of the Zionist Church, which for

, bids their members to drink or brew beer. This explains why there 

: ·are no beer pots in . her household or among the pots she 

'[hanufactures. 

The analyses show the relationship between vessel shape/size 

11nd vessel function. It is also evident that each potter. has ber own 

<;011cept of the proportions of a pot. The potter keeps the basic 

$hape proportions regardless of the size of the pot (Huffman 1972, 

pp. 78). The specific use of a vessel depends on two factors: firstly 

· the general function as a cooking or storage vessel and secondly 

i, :the size of the pot. The method is therefore well suited to distin

, guish the productions of different potters within a collection of 

·. vessels of the same or similar function . 
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Fig. 29. Map ofthe investigation areas and surrounding 
features. 
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SKM -
1omestead ·., Track 

'River 
=$~~ Hill 

is and surrounding 

Mafemba's original homestead, descrip
tions and archaeological interpretations 

The site had been abandoned for approximately 30 years at the 
of the investigation. The vegetation had regained the terri

tory:and apart from founding stones for houses there was very lit

tle to be seen on the ground surface. 

Topggraphy 
The homestead was situated on an isolated ridge about 200 m 

Jong(east-west) and 100 m wide (Fig. 29). It overlooks a stream to 

west and good arable land to the north and south. The crest of 

the ndge is flat (100 m long and 30 m wide) and rises approxi

.t>.u'·'"'"':t 8 m above the surrounding landscape. It is gradually dip
(1.5 m) from west to east. This small plateau had been 

cl1os:e)'l for the 1ocation of a homestead. It had been cleared of most 

Fig. 30. View ofthe Mafemba homestead on the ridge at 
the time of the investigation. 
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Fig. 31. Plan ofthe Mafemba homestead on the ridge. 
I = settlement boundary, Il = limit of former construction, III = 
limit of garbage area, IV = stone, V = accumulation of stones, 
VI = rernains of dhaka, VII = tree, VIII = section of garbage 
area. 
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.·· stones and trees. Vegetation on the rest of the ridge was appar

ently spared (Fig. 30). 

Features of the site 
The remains of 15 different building constructions were found on 

the ridge (Fig. 31) marked by stone bases and mounds of fallen 

dhaka plaster, sometimes with an outline of stones. There was lit-

. tle evidence for the use ofwood (wall poles or floar logs) in connec

tion with the buildings. Three ofthe foundations (no's 13-15) were 

quite small and were most probably remnants of houses used for 

keeping animals (Fig. 32). Eight other buildings had a square 

outline (houses no's 1, 2 and 4-9) and 4 were round (houses no's 3, 

. 10-12). 
In mast cases the length of the sides of the square houses 

measure 3-3.5 m. All the square houses except two (no's 7 and 8) 

.· have sill stones in each corner as well as in the middle of each side 

Fig. 32. Stone structure, presumably used for keeping 
chickens. 
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and in the centre of the house (Fig. 33): They also have stepping 

stones on the middle of the side which is facing the centre of the 

homestead. House no 7 is slightly smaller than the others (2.5x2.5 

m). The rear corner stones as well as the centre stone are missing. 

The remains of house no 8 consist of a low mound of soil and 

crumbled dhaka. 
One of the round houses (no 11) had a ring of stones outlining 

the circumference of the wall (Fig. 34). An additional two (no's 10 

and 12) had stepping stones indicating the location of the en

trance. Apart from the stones the only visible trace of the house 

was a low mound of dhaka. 
Other features were three middens, located on the northern 

side on the edge of the plateau (no's 16-18). 

The excavation and the finds 
Very few finds were found on the ground surface of the settlement 

area. Apart from one quern-stone behind house no 7 and a grind

ing stone in front of house no 10 the surface collection consisted of 

a handful of sherds of pottery and glass. A survey within the set

tlement displayed a cultural layer of only a few centimetres in 

thickness. The house floors located directly on the ground have 

been exposed to heavy rains and was totally eroded and without 

finds. For this reason the excavation was concentrated to the 

middens. 

Midden I, situated on the north-eastern end of the homestead (no 
16, Fig. 31), was approx. 4 m long and 2 m wide and a maximum 

depth of 25 cm (Fig. 35). Aside from the finds midden I contained 

a !arge number of stones, charcoal and ashes. The midden was 

surrounded by piles of stones which may have accumulated as a 

result of the clearing of the ridge. 

Apart from pottery the finds consisted of animal bones, artefacts 

of rubber, plastic, iron and glass (Tab. 1). More noteworthy finds 

were parts of torch cells, writing slate and a number of different 

bicycle parts. 
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Fig. 33. Square stone foundation for house 9. 

Fig. 34. The circular stone foundation of house 11. 
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Fig. 35. Sectian af rnidden I. I = Stane, Il = Grey sandy 
sail with aches and charcaal, III = Ground surface. 

ARTEFACTS 

Pottery 

Banes 

Rubber 

Plastic 

Torch cell 

Bicycle parts 

Iron nails 

Writing slate 

Glass 

Porcelain 

Shell 

Unidentifiable 

No OF DESCRIPTION 
ITEMS 

11 1 rim sherd and 10 body sherds. 

17 3 skull banes, 4 ribs, 3 lirnbs, 6 others, 1 
tooth incisors. 

2 1 piece perforated probably for secondary 
use, 1 from tube rubber. 

1 Strip 30 mm ]ong with three rows of tiny 
knobs along orre side. 

4 1 part of shell, 1 rnetal cap (terminal) put 
on the carbon rod, 2 carbon rods one of 
which is cornplete. 

8 1 saddle spring shock absorber; 1 axle; 3 
spokes; 1 clip or clamp probably for electric 
wires; 1 component of the pedal axle cover; 
1 bicycle pump valve. 

4 

1 

3 

7 

2 

7 

1 length = 100 mm; 2 Jength = 40 mm; 1 
broken. 

Braken piece. 

1 glass bottle neck; 2 parts oflooking glass. 

Sherds of cup (tea cup?). 

I cornplete snail shell (Achatana), 1 small 
piece of snail shell. 

4 pieces of iron sheet, 3 pieces of wire. 

Tab. 1. The cantents af Midden I, at the Mafernba harne
. stead on the ridge. 
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Midden II located c. 10 m west ofmidden I (no 17, Fig. 31), cov

ered an area of 5 m x 2.5 m (Fig. 36). The midden is divided into 

two sections. One pit 2.5 m x 2.5 m with a maximum depth of 40 

cm, which probably constitutes the primary stage of the midden. 

In connection with the pit and spreading 2.5 m down the slope 

was a 10 cm thick layer of ashes and charcoal with a sparse eon-

. tent of finds. This layer is mast likely composed of wash-out from 

the pit. 
The composition of finds was similar to that of midden I. How

ever, the frequency varies to same extent. The amount of pot

: sherds, for instance, was doubled (Tab. 2). 

Midden III is situated on the western section of the ridge (no 

18, Fig. 31). It is the largest ofthe three middens c. 6 m x 3 m. It 

· has an even depth of 20 cm except for the northernmost part 

where it measures a depth of 30 cm (Fig. 37). Although the variety 

, of finds was the same as in the other two, this midden was by far 

· the richest regarding the number offinds (Tab. 3). 

c D 

0 2 3 • Sm 

D1 Hu -111 

Fig. 36. Section of midden IL I = Stone, II = Grey sandy 
soil with aches and charcoal, III = Ground surface. 
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ARTEFACTS 

Pottery 

Bones 

Rubber 

Plastic 

Torch cell 

Bicycle parts 

Nails 

Bottle tops 

Iron ring 

Sledge chain holder 

No OF DESCRIPTION 
ITEMS 

24 

4 

53 

1 

4 

3 

3 

2 

1 

1 

4 rim sherds and 20 body sherds. 

2 ribs, l limb, 1 fragment. 

Strips probably from tube rubber but not 
of bicycle, 1 part of shoe sole, 1 piece of bi
cycle tyre with tread markings. 

Piece, unidentifiable. 

1 circular base of cell, 1 part of the cylin
drical part of the shell, 2 pieces of the cen
tral carbon rads. 

2 hind wheel axles (iron), one with the 
discs holding the spokes. 1 fork clamp sup
porting brakes. 

Length: 100 mm, 80 mm, 35 mm. 

Diameter: 30 mm. 

135 mm X 10 mm thick, 40 mm maximum 
breadth. 

Part of car door 1 
lock 

Writing slate 

Glass 

Porcelain 

Unidentifiable 

4 

9 

1 

7 

Pieces 

Braken pieces, 7 of glass bottle, 2 of look
ing glass. 

Braken piece of a rim of a white plate 
decorated with a green line. 

2 pieces of metal, flat and oblong. 5 iron 
sheets, braken and rusty. 

Tab. 2. The cantents af Midden Il, at the Mafemba hame
stead an the ridge. 
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ie Mafemba home-

ARTEFACTS 

Pottery 

Bones 

Rubber 

Plastic 

Torch cell 

Bicyde parts 

N ails and screws 

Bottle tops 

Glass 

Tools 

Unidentifiable 

No OF DESCRIPTION 
ITEMS 

101 

96 

9 

2 

8 rim sherds and 93 body sherds. 

Ribs representing at least two different 
species or sizes of animals, 1 limb bone, 1 
spinal bone, 1 fragment. 

6 strips may be from tuber rubber, 3 from 
shoe sole. 

Identical narrow strips 190 mm and 163 
mmlong. 

7 3 complete carbon rods, 2 broken rods, 1 
part of shell, 1 circular base of shelL 

25 5 axles, three identical, hind wheel; two 
front wheel with nut; 2 meta! rim elements 
of the saddle, i.e. the back rim and the 
pointed end of the saddle; 1 saddle damp; 
1 spring saddle shock absorber; 1 fork 
damp supporting the brakes; 1 part of bel!, 
the base; 1 lever supporting the brakes; 1 
spokes washer; 1 quarter pin fixing the 
arm of the pedal; 6 iron rings, components; 
to do with bicyde handle shaft and the 
hind wheel; 2 parts of wheel to do with the 
hub's brake system; 1 pressure valve lid; 1 
spokes, l light holder, 

16 

2 

16 

3 

25 

Length: 150 mm, 3 = 75 mm, 65 mm, 55 
mm, 50 mm, 40 mm, 10 mm. 2 were rusty, 
1 was braken, 1 screw 35 mm, 2 broken 
screws, 1 needle 140 mm probably made 
of spokes. 

Coca Cola type, 

15 pieces of braken bottles; 1 piece of bro
ken looking glass 

1 braken pair of scissors; 1 chisel 35 mm 
long; 1 part ofiron container. 

2 meta! pieces, one of which is identical to 
the flat oblong one in midden l; 23 pieces 
rusty iron sheet. 

Tab. 3. The contents ofMidden III, at the Mafemba home
stead on the ridge. 
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Fig. 37. Section of midden III. I = Stone, II = Grey sandy 
soil with aches and charcoal, III = Ground surface. 

Archaeological interpretation 

F 

A fair amount of literature is available on Shona ethnography 

dated from c. 1870. This and our knowledge about Shona contact 

with European settlers constituted the theoretical basis of our in

terpretations ofthe site (see Bourdillon 1987 for references). 

Although Mafemba's homestead was situated on a ridge 8 m 

above the surrounding country, it is by no means the highest spot 

of the area. There are taller hills within 2 km to the east and 

west, but this is a remarkable reminder of how 19th century 

Shona settlements were preferably situated on elevated locations 

for protection. Shona chiefdoms often fought each other. The secu

rity situation worsened when the Nguni invaded Mashonaland 

from South Africa. Left without the means of organised resistance 

the Shona relocated their villages on top of hills. These hideout 
villages were also used as bases for military resistance to Euro

pean occupation in 1896-7. After the "pacification" of Mashona-
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1968). 

As matter of interest an attempt was made to isolate and seek 

the origins of the different cultural traits of the site. The four cir

cular mounds of dhaka plaster had most likely been kitchen units. 

The kitchen is probably the mast important house on a homestead 

a.s it serves as the living house and sometimes also as the sleeping 

room. The living house for Early and Later Iron Using Farming 

Gommunities was also circular. Seven of the eight square houses 

sat on an elevated foundation of stones. No similar structures 

have been observed from the early first millennium (so called 

Early Iron Age) to the 19th century AD (Phillipson 1977). The only 

8quare structures that bear any resemblance are the internal divi

sions of circular houses found at a number of zimbabwe ruins. The 

·shape is likely to ha ve been borrowed from European settlers. 
,,. The homestead with four kitchens probably constituted an ex

'tended family. Brothers tended to band together even when they 

·got married, especially when the parents are still alive (Bourdillon 

1987). Each kitchen then represented a household with husband 

l3'nd wife or in an extreme case it could be one husband and four 

\vives. Assuming in the first case that each household had be

tween 5 and 7 persons, between 20 and 28 individuals lived at the 

·homestead. In the second case there could have been a few per

sons less. 
As the table of finds shows the family had a fair access to mod

ern industrially made goods. There was certainly at least one bicy

'C!e. Bicycle parts were by far the most numerous items of metaL 

Tbe bicycle must have been an important means of transport and 

· needed constant repair. The torch cells could have powered either 

. a torch or a radio. Some members of the family were going to 

· school, hence the broken pieces of writing slates. Glass, meta], 

: porcelain and of course pottery utensils were among the house

. hold goods. There were a few bones representing at least cattle, 
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sheep/goats and some wild animals. Animal meat was certainly 

part of the diet but it is difficult to say whether it was abundant. 

One can visualise a family which would like to acquire modern 

household goods which are not easily accessible. Perhaps one 

member of the family had a paid employment in order to afford to 

occasionally buy some bottled fizzy drinks which is indicated by 

the bottle caps. 

Pottery analyses 
The registration displays a variety of cooking and storage vessels. 

The material (136 sherds) was grouped inta a maximum of 38 dif

ferent vessel units according to a macroscopic division based on 

the actual fitting together of sherds, vessel type, rim shape, col

our, surface treatment, traces ofuse wear and type and amount of 

temper. However, open air firing of the pots often causes varia

tions of the colour of the vessel surface, the use of the vessels may 

also result in great differences in the surface finish on different 

parts of the vessel, thus causing an overestimation of the total 

number of vessels. 14 of the vessel units represent cooking ves

sels and 24 storage vessels. 

Approximately 114 of the vessel units are only represented by 

rim sherds or one rim and one body sherd. Almost half (16) of the 

vessel units are represented by only one sherd of which 5 are rim 

sherds. 8 vessel units are represented by 2 sherds, in 4 of these 

one of the sherds is a rim sherd. 6 vessel units are represented by 

3 sherds and in one of these vessel units there is a rim sherd. 
. I 

Only 4 vessel umts are represented by 10 or rriore sherds and one 

of them contain a rim sherd. 

Sherd thickness distribution 

Midden I contained too few sherds (11) to make a meaningful 
sherd thickness distribution. 

Although very small (24 sherds), the total sherd material in 

Midden Il display an even distribution of sherd thickness from 6 
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Fig. 38. Sherd thickness distri
bution, of the total sherd mate
rial from midden Il. 
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from midden IL 
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n = 101 

X= 10.0 mm 

ware have an average 

thickness of 9,6 mm and 
here the majority of the 

sherds fall within 9 to 11 
mm in thickness (Fig. 43). 

According to the analy

sis it is quite clear that the 

cooking pots represented 

by the blackened ware 

have thinner vessel walls 

than the storage, serving 
and drinking vessels, 

which are represented by 

the oxidized sherds. 
Since there is a relation 

between wall thickness 

and vessel size, one may 

also deduce that the cook

ing pots have been smaller 

and their size range much · 

more limited as compared 

to the vessels represented . 

by the oxidized sherds. To : 

s.o 9.o 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.o be noted is the odd black- ' 0 
6.0 7.0 

Sherd thickness {mm) 

LlQTrueweight • Adjustedweight 

Fig. 41. Sherd thickness distri
bution, of the total sherd mate
rial from midden III. 

ened sherds of 13 mm that 

may be the remains of a 

beer-cooking pot. 

Rim diameter - vessel size - vessel function 
' One possible way to learn about the function of the vessels, from 

which the sherds, that have been thrown in the garbage origin, is 

to compare the rim diameters with the results of the shape 

analyses. 
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Fig. 43. Sherd thickness distri
bution, of the oxidized sherds 
from midden III. 

used for cooking relish. 
The three next in size (estimated height 18-27 cm) fall within ~he 
range of vessels used for cooking sadza. The two largest cook~ng 
pots (estimated height 25-33 cm) are probably pots for cookmg 

pumpkins, maize and other "bulky" foodstuff. 
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cooking pots drinking/serving/storing pots 

diameter radius vessel height diameter radius vessel height 
(cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) 

14 7 12 - 14 8.5 4.25 17 

22 11 18 - 22 16 8 32 

26 13 22 - 26 18 9 36 

27 13.5 22 - 27 29 14.5 58 

30 15 25 - 30 

33 16.5 26 - 33 

Tab. 4. The estimated vessel height based on the rim di
ameter of rim sherds from midden 1-III, at the Mafemba 
homestead on the ridge. 

The smallest of the necked vessels of an oxidized ware (esti

mated height 17 cm) is probably a small drinking pot. The pot 

with an estimated height of 32 cm may have been used for carry

ing water or serving beer. The next in size (estimated height 36 
cm) fits well into the size of beer serving pots. The largest pot has 

an estimated height of 58 cm. A comparis?n with the ethnographic 
data indicate that storing beer has been the most likely function 

for this pot. 
The results of the comparative studies of rim diameter and 

shape analyses are in accordance with the results of the sherd 

thickness distribution. The majority of cooking pots have a limited 

size varl.ation whereas the drinking/serving/storing pots have a 

very wide size range. 

Results ofthe petrographic microscopy 

21 sherds were sampled for petrographic microscopy, 3 from mid

den I, 5 from midden Il and 13 from midden III. 
The 21 test sherds originate from vessel wares of more or less the 

same mineralogical composition. They are all made of a none

calciferous, micaceous clay rich in iron oxides. The presence of 
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all made of a none

des. The presence of 

amphiboles, pyroxenes and olivine among the fine fractions is 

abundant. Furthermore all samples contain to same degree zircon 

as an· accessory mineral and ore material. Quartz and. different 

types of feldspars constitute mast of the coarse fractions. 

Ware- Midden Type of MIPHO- Sherd Mean Amount Thin-
group sherd group thick- max. of coarse section 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

B 

B 

c 
c 
c 
D 

D 

E 

E 

E 

ness gra1n fractions N o 
(mm) size >0.1 mm 

(mm) (%) 

Il ox. body I 10 2.1 22 1 

Il bl. body I 7 2.1 21 6 

III bl. body I 7 2.0 21 7 

III bl. body I 7 2.2 21 8 

III ox. body I 10 2.3 22 10 

III ox. body I 13 1.7 20 14 

III bl. rim I 7 1.7 22 15 

I bl. body I 9 2.0 22 21 

III bl. body I 10 1.8 15 13 

III ox. body I 9 1.7 15 16 

III ox. body II 7 1.7 25 11 

III bl. body II 8 2.0 28 12 

III ox. body II 12 2.0 25 17 

I bl. body II 6 2.0 15 19 

I ox. body II 10 1.9 16 20 

Il ox. body III 10 2 17 2 

Il bl. rim III 6 1.7 16 3 

Il bl. body III 8 1.7 16 4 

III ox. rim 9 2.5 28 5 

III ox. neck III 7 1.6 14 9 

III ox. body 9 1.4 5 18 

Tab. 5. The result of the petrographic microscopy. (Mean 
max. grain size is a calculation based on the five largest 
grains in the thin section, excluding the largest grain). 
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Fig. 44. MIPHO-group I, an unsorted medium fine clay. 
Sample no. 7. Microphoto X25 Crossed nicols. 
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Fig. 45. Grain size distribution for 
sherds in ware-group A (samples 1, 
6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15 and 21) and B 
(samples 13 and 16). 
q = quartile m = median 
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sand. It should not be confused with the description of different 

grain sizes e.g. coarse silt or fine sand. 

Based on the data obtained by the petrographic microscopy, grain 

size distribution and MIPHO classifications (see pp. 13) the sam

pled sherds are grouped into five ware-groups A-E. Each ware

group consists of two or more sherds. There are three single 

sherds i.e. sherds that have no similarity with any of the other 
sherds (Tab. 5). 

Ware-group A (Tab. 5). The group consists of eight sherds (No's 

l, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15 and 21) with a very similar composition. They 

belong to MIPHO-group I, an unsorted, medium fine clay (Fig. 

44). In a more or less even distribution approximately 70% of the 

grains fall within the very fine to coarse sand fractions. The me

dian grain size is 0.125 mm. Grains larger than c. 0.30 mm 

Fig. 46. MIPHO-group II, an unsorted fine clay. Sample 
no. 17. Microphoto X25. Crossed nicols. 
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fall within the first quartile and in the fourth quartile grains 
smaller than c. 0.076 mm (Fig 45). The mean max. grain size is 

calculated as between 1. 7 and 2.3 mm. The amount of coarse frac

tions (grains > 0.1 mm) are estimated to between 20 and 22%. 

Ware-group B (Tab. 5). The group consists of two sherds (No's 

13 and 16). They belong to MIPHO-group I, an unsorted, medium 

fine clay (se paragraph above and Fig. 44--45). The mean max. 

grain size is calculated to 1. 7 and 1.8 mm. The amount of coarse 

fractions are in both samples estimated to 15%. Apart from the 

amount of coarse fraction this ware-group differs from ware-group 

A in its content of highly altered feldspar. 

Ware-group C (Tab. 5). Three sherds belong to this ware-group, 

No's 11, 12 and 17. They are comprised in MIPHO-group II, an 

unsorted fine clay. 70% of the grains fall within the coarse silt to 

medium sand fractions (Fig. 46). However the majority of the 

grains have a much more narrow distribution within the coarse 

silt and very fine sand fractions. The median grain size is 0.090 

mm. The first quartile comprises grains larger than c. 0.20 mm 

and in the fourth quartile grains smaller than c.0.070 mm (Fig. 

47). The mean max. grain sizes are calculated as between 1.7 and 

2.0 mm. The amount of coarse fractions have been estimated to 

25-28%. 

Ware-group D (Tab. 5). This group comprises two sherds (No's 

19 and 20). They belong to MIPHO-group II, an unsorted fine clay 
(se paragraph above and Fig. 46--47). The mean max. grain sizes 

are calculated as 1.9 and 2.0 mm. The amount of coarse fractions 

are estimated to 15 and 16% respectively. The difference between 

ware-groups D and C is the various amount of coarse grains. 

Ware-group E (Tab. 5). The ware-group consists of three sherds 

(No's 2, 3 and 4). They belong to MIPHO-group III, a sorted, fine 
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4 2 0,5 0,25 0, 125 0,063 0,0156 

--<>- JJ-- i2--11-- 19--20 

Fig. 47. Grain size distribution for 
sherds in ware-group C (samples 
11, 12 and 17) and D (samples 19 
and 20). 
q = quartile m = median 

Fig. 48. MIPHO-group III, a sorted, fine clay with few 
grains of the coarse sand fractions. Sample 2. Microphoto 
X25. Crossed nicols. 
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Fig. 49. Grain size distribution for 
sherds in ware-group E (samples 
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Fig. 50. Grain size distribution of 
sherd No 5. 
q = quartile m = median 
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Fig. 51. Grain size distribution of 
sherd No 18. 

.· the overall dominating feldspar mineral. 

Sherd No 18 consists of a sorted, coarse clay. 80% of the grains 

•. fall within the very fine to fine sand fractions. The median grain 

size is 0 .100 mm. The first quartile comprise grains larger than 

0.180 mm and in the fourth quartile grains smaller than 0.06 mm 

.. (Fig. 51). The mean max. grain size is calculated as 1.4 mm. The 

amount of coarse fractions has been estimated to 5%. The sherd 

stand out from the other samples in its highly sorted material. 

The conformity of the sherds within a ware-group is of a magni

. tude that makes it possible that they were made out of the same 

batch of clay or at least that the clay was quarried at the same lo

cation. The differences between ware-groups A, B, C and D, how

. ever significant, are not greater than that the clays may originate 
i 

from different depths of the same clay sediment. This difference 

between clays at various depths in a clay sediment may be ex

. plained by the variation in sedimentation rate of the fluvial clay 
1 in the local rivers. 
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Ware-group E and the single sherds have a composition that 

distinctly differs from the other test sherds. The raw clays used ta· 

manufacture these pots have mast likely been quarried elsewhere. 

Dating 
The table of finds show clearly the contact with modern industry 

which leaves no doubt that this was a 20th century settlement. 

Slate preceded paper which in the early days was scarce and ex

pensive. We know that the first schools in Buhera were set up in 

the late 1920's and slate was used from then until the 1950's. We 

may therefore assume that the site was occupied for any length of 

time between 1930 and 1960. 
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Chapter8 

The Mafemba's homestead: Oral investigations 
of the life-history of the si te 

Our valuahle informant, Mr Kurotwi Mafemha is one of nine chil

dren, seven sons and two daughters, af the old Mafemha, who 

lived at the investigated homestead. He could rememher quite 

well the lay-out of the homestead and the functions of the several 

houses. The only date that he cited was 1947 as a year when the 

ridge was occupied. 

The inhabitants 
Kurotwi's parents were farmers depending on suhsistence agricul

ture. Together his father and three married sons (including 

Kurotwi) kept a herd af cattle. The size of the herd fluctuated he

tween fifteen and twenty-two individuals. They kept an unspeci

fied numher of goats and chicken hut no sheep. Apart from the 

cattle the mast valued possessions of the family were three 

hicycles. 
Old Mafemha was a village policeman sitting with the head

man as an assessor in village civil cases. The mother occasionally 

made pots, hut only for the homestead. 

Kurotwi says daily life on the ridge was not any different from 

life in neighhouring families. Three ar four heer parties were held 

annually, especially in the dry season. 

The homestead was designed for an extended family with four 

household units: Old Mafemha's, Ramhiwa's (eldest son employed 

locally as store keeper), Davias' (second eldest) and Kurotwi's. At 

the mast 16 people were living an the ridge. There were Old 

Mafemha and his wife, an unmarried daughter and four unmar
ried sons who were employed and rarely staying at home (7); Fur

ther an Ramhiwa, his two wives and two children (5); and Davias, 

his wife and two children (4); and Kurotwi (who was also 
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employed), his wife and a child (3) constituted the rest of the fam

ily. Old Mafemba's elder daughter had married before they moved 

to the ridge. 

The use of the buildings on the ridge (Fig. 31) 

Kurotwi says there was no evidence of settlement on the ridge 

prior to their occupation. 

1. Square house on stones. Davias' bedroom, built at the begin- , 

ning ofthe settlement. 

House 2. Square house on stones. Davias' granary, built at the 

beginning of the settlement. 

House 3. Round house. Davias' kitchen, built at the beginning 

of the settlement. His children slept here. 

House 4. Square house on stones, Kurotwi's bedroom and 

granary. 

House 5. Square house on stones, Old Mafemba's granary, it 

was smaller than the others because their yield was lower due 

to age. 
House 6. Square house on stones, Rambiwa's second wife's 

granary, it was built after 1955. 

House 7. Square house on stones, Rambiwa's first wife's 

granary. 

House 8. Square house, Rambiwa's bedroom. His two wives 

took turns to use the bedroom. 

House 9. Square house on stones, Rambiwa's first bedroom. 

Later on he built another square house which became the bed

room. Our informant Kurotwi was not toa sure what the previ

ous bedroom was subsequently used for, but he says it probably 

became Rambiwa's own granary. A polygamist has to have his 

own bedroom, he said. 

House 10. Round house, Rambiwa's wives' kitchen. Both wives 

used one and the same kitchen. This is unusual but Kurotwi 

explains that since the younger wife did not have children she 
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rnsual but Kurotwi 
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had to stay with the elder wife. At any rate she initially had to 
stay either with the Mother (i.e. Rambiwa's mother) or the ek

der wife before she was initiated inta her own household. 

House 11. Round house, Kurotwi's kitchen built in 1955. It 

was the largest house because it was a worthy result of paid 

!abour. 

House 12. Round house, Mothers kitchen (Old Mafembas 
wife); built at the beginning ofthe settlement. 

Other features (Fig. 31) 
(a) Three chicken pens (13-15). The pens were moved from 

time to time when the chickens had been invaded by fleas and 

other pests. 
(b) Three middens (16-18). Midden I was used by Davias' wife. 

Midden Il was used by Kurotwi's wife and his mother because 

their kitchen were situated next to each other. Midden III was 

used by Rambiwa's wives. 
(c) Two cattle-pens about 10 m apart at the foot ofthe hill, used 

one after the other. 
(d) The dare (official meeting space) (19) was situated roughly 

between Old Mafemba's kitchen and Kurotwi's kitchen. All 

men in the homestead ate together at the dare, especially in 

the evening. Women and children had separate meals together 

in their kitchens. 

(e) A tree (20) left roughly in the middle of the homestead, be
tween Rambiwa's and Kurotwi's kitchen, served as a shade 

where people rested especially in the hot season. 

Economic activities 
The nearest source ofwater was an intermittent tributary ofWa

tekama River, two to three hundred metres away from the home

stead (Fig. 29). This stream ran dry at the peak ofthe dry season, 

whereby the women had to walk a little further to the Watekama 

River. If this dried as well, which happened not so seldom in the 
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dry season, they would be saved by the Mwerahari River, 2.5 kn1 

to the south-west. 

Each of the households had its own field. The fields were lo. 

cated on the surrounding planar land surface within a distance of 

two kilometres from the homestead. Some of them were actually 

situated below the ridge at a stone's throw from the houses. The 

two most important implements were the ax-driven iron plough 

and the hoe (badza). The surrounding af the ridge are endowed 

with red-brown soils which at least today are reputed ta be a very 

good medium for many crops. Pearl millet, finger millet, sorghum 

and ground nuts were the crops most often cultivated. Maize did 

not do well because of the relatively poor rains. Torches were 

used for nocturnal hunting ofbirds. 

The abandonment of the ridge (Fig. 52) 

The abandonment of the ridge was gradual and took place from . 

just before 1959 when Old Mafemba moved ta a point ta the north 

of the ridge near his fields. The eldest brother (Rambiwa) moved ._ 

out a little later also ta his fields to the north. Both the old man 

and Rambiwa took poles and grass thatch from the old house for 

re-use as building material for new houses. 

At this point a push factor set in. The colonial government em

barked an a scheme of land classification and construction of con
tour ridges. The area around the ridge was designated for the 

fields and people were told ta move south ta the edge of Mwera

hari River. All four households were then reunited 2 km ta the 

south-east ofthe ridge in 1961. 

From this point we leave the other households units and focus 

on Kurotwi's. He married in 1955 and that is when he brought his 

wife to the ridge. Kurotwi was at this time working in Mutoko 

District and was only an occasional resident at the ridge like mast 

ofhis brothers. 
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Fig. 52. Abandonment ofthe ridge settlement and the mi
gration pattern that followed thereafter . 

In 1967 Kurotwi moved away from the homestead at Mwera
hari River and settled at a point c. 50 m to the south of his pre

sent homestead. Three years later he moved again to a spot to the 

north west of the present homestead and within 100 m. In 1973 it 

was finally shifted to its present location. Kurotwi and his wife 

say the cause of the constant shifting was that land development 

officers each time came back to revise the local land classification. 

Nine people used to live at the present home (7 children and 

the parents). 
As a whole the archaeological interpretation of the ridge settle

ment correspond to the oral investigation. There are of course 
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gaps in our interpretation of the site, but our interpretation as a 

farmstead for an extended family with four family units was cor

rect. The finds in the garbage areas gave us a rough idea of the 

vessels used at the site, their sizes and their functions. 
The finds also indicated some degree of schooling (the writing 

slate) and relative wealth (the bicycle parts and torch cells). 
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Chapter 9 

'The lay-out of Kurotwi's present homestead 

Houses 

. I 
i I 
'.I 
.1 
. I 
. I 

I 

l. Square house on stones. Granary with four compartments, 

which was one of the first to be built on the site (Fig. 53 and 

54). 
2. Square house made of brick. Serves as bedroom. The latest 

building at the homestead, built at the same time as the brick

kitchen (5) (Fig. 53 and 55). 

3. Square house on stones; granary for maize and sorghum 

(Fig. 53 and 56). 

4. Square house on stones; boys' sleeping house (Fig. 53 and 

57). 

5. Kitchen made of bricks (see 2). The. girls also sleep in this 

kitchen (Fig. 53 and 58). 
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Fig. 53. Plan (a) and view (b) of Kurotwi Mafemba's pre
sent homestead. I = limit of construction, !I = settlement 
boundary, !Il= stone, IV = pole. 
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Fig. 54. Building 1, a square house with raised floor and 
four compartments, which is used as a granary. 

Fig. 55. Building 2, a square building made ofbricks, 
which serves as a bedroom. 
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made ofbricks, 

fhree houses were built at the beginning ofthe settlement: No's 1 

and 3 as well as a kitchen which was later destroyed. There was 

;.·no Illore visible trace of this kitchen. 

' Other features 
(a·) Priillary maize granary (Fig. 59). 

(b) The outline of the homestead is marked by trees. They con

stitute a variety of three species which have been planted. 
· (c) There are two middens ofwhich one is no longer in use. This 

o.ne is situated on the leeward side of the homestead. The cur

rent midden is curiously placed in the direction from which the 

recurrent south-east trade winds blow. 
(d) A chicken pen situated behind the kitchen (Fig. 60). 

(~) Goats and calves pen. A square pen roade out ofbricks, and 

ä circular pen for goat kids, made mostly of natural stones (Fig. 

61). 

Fig. 56. Square house with raised floor used as granary for 
maize and sorghum, building 3. 
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Fig. 57. Square house with raised floar used as the boy's 
sleeping house, building 4. 

Fig. 58. A round kitchen made ofbricks. It also serves as 
the girls sleeping house, building 5. 
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. It also serves as 

Fig. 59. Primary granary for maize . 

Fig. 60. Chicken pen made of a car cab located behind 
building 5. 
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Fig. 61. Pens for goats and calves, located in the periphery 
of the homestead. 

Fig. 62. A pole board to put utensils on after washing the 
dishes. 
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ter washing the 

(f) A pole board to put utensils upon after they have been 

washed (Fig. 62). 
(g) Source of water - Watekama Stream - only 200 m away 

from the homestead. 

There were 13.5 clay pots in present use. Most of these were 

used as beer pots - preparing, storing, serving and drinking beer. 

A balf pot now being used as a roasting pan had been part of a big 

pot which broke. There were seven metal pots used for cooking. 
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Chapter 10 

Mukutukutu: Zizi's homestead 

The investigated site is an abandoned homestead in the village of 

Mukutukutu (Fig. 29). It was chosen as a suitable comparative 

site since it has not only a well defined garbage area, but the out

lines of the buildings were very clear and in some cases parts of 

the walls as well as the foundations were still standing (Lindahl 

et al. 1991). At first the relatives of the late Zizi had reservations 

about the excavation. The sifting through the debris of the de

ceased's homestead was interpreted as one further incident in a 

chain of "unfortunate events" concerning Zizi and the homestead. 

These events might be signs that the deceased has a grieved 

spirit and that perhaps some atonement must be done. With fur

ther discussion and clarification they gave their consent to the 

excavation. 

Topography 
The homestead was slightly elevated on the foot of a castle kopje. 

Apart from this hill, which is a dominating feature in the land

scape, the surrounding area is flat with scattered trees. The in
habitants had easy access to the main road which makes a turn 

only a few hundred meters from the homestead. 

Features on the site 
At Mukutukutu the remains of 13 building constructions were 

clearly recognisable (Fig. 63). Of one building the better part of 

the _supporting poles of the wall were still standing (building 2). 

However, the dhaka (daubing clay) was crumbled to the base of 

the wall (Fig. 64). Furthermore, the stone foundation and the pole 

construction of a primary granary, the founding stones and the 

flooring of two square houses (buildings 4, 1 and 5) were still in

tact (Fig. 65-;!)6). In four more cases the founding stones were left 
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Fig. 63. Plan of Zizi's homestead in Mkutukutu. I. limit 
of former constructions, Il limit of garbage area, III. 
dhaka pit, IV. tree, V. remains of dhaka wall, VI. stone, 
VII. wood. 

in situ; two small buildings (building 3 and 8) (Fig. 67), one larger 

square house (building 9) (Fig. 68) and one building of an uncer

tain outline (building 11). Building 6 was a circular construction 

that had stepping stones towards the centre of the farmstead still 

in situ as well as remains of fired lumps of dhaka in the centre of 

the raised mound. The remains of buildings 7 and 10 consisted of 

a slightly raised mounds with circular outline. The larger con

structions 12 and 13 were fenced in enclosures. Four pits dug in 
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Fig. 64. View of Zizi's homestead from SE looking NW. 
Garbage area A is seen as a dark patch to the right of the 
standing remains ofbuilding 2, a kitchen house . 

Fig. 65. View of Zizi's homestead from E looking W. Stand
ing next to building 5 is a delegation of villagers discuss
ing the possible impact of the excavation on the spirits. 
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Fig. 66. Building 1 (to the left) a square house with found
ing stones and flooring still in situ. Building 4 (to the 
right), a pole construction ofwhat presumably had been a 
primary granary. 

Fig. 67. Building 8, a pile of stones most likely used as 
foundation for a small pen. 
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Fig. 68. Building 9, a square house with an outline of 
founding stones. 

Fig. 69. Feature 14, four pits in the outskirts of the home
stead. They are most likely used for quarrying dhaka. 
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the clayey ground (14) may have been used for quarrying dhaka 

mast likely for the canstructian of the houses (Fig. 69). Generally 

different kinds af clay are used for pattery manufacture and for 

daubing walls respectively. 

Usually the garbage area or the garbage pit is located an the 

leeward side af the settlement. In Mukutukutu, however, a ]arge' 

garbage area was situated between building 2 and 5 (midden Al. A. 
small pit is lacated 4 m east ofbuilding na 3 (midden B). 

Appraximately 50 m south-west of the farmstead was a we]] 

with a lining af stones. In between the well and the houses was an· 

area c. 10 x 5 m cavered with charcaal and ashes. 

Fig. 70. A lx5 m trench in midden A. The midden con
tained a ]arge amaunt of charcaal and ashes as well as 
pottery and ather hausehald items. 
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The excavation and the finds 
A !arge quantity of pot sherds, pieces of glass and other waste 

were scattered on the ground ofthe farmstead. Under the floor of 
building 5 there were several pots which were partly broken. 

ARTEFACTS NoOF DESCRIPTION 
ITEMS 

Pottery 179 24 rim sherds and 155 body sherds. 

Bones 79 7 4 bones; 5 teeth. 

Leather 2 Small pieces. 

Plastic 2 1 piece of a sack; 1 bottom of a milk bottle. 

Meta! 13 1 whole tin can, 12 small pieces of tin can. 

Bottle tops 1 Coca Cola type 

Glass 2 1 rim ofbottle; 1 bottom ofbottle. 

Material 8 Pieces of fabric. 

Otber 3 Pieces of aluminium tea packages. 

Tab. 6. The contents of midden A, leve! 0 -10 cm, Zizi.'s 
hamestead in Mukutukutu. 

Furthermore, seven grinding stanes were found within the set
tlement area. 

Midden A has an oval shape 8.5x4.5 m anda depth af 20 cm. A 

trench 5xl m in size was excavated in layers af 10 cm (Fig. 70). 

The soil in the midden contained a lat af charcoal and ash 

throughout the depasit. The finds canstituted a mixture of broken 

everyday household items, such as pottery, glass, plastic, nails 
and scrap meta] etc. (Tab. 6-7). 

Midden B was a pit l.Sxl.5 m and 0.5 m deep (Fig. 71). The 

eastern half of the pit was excavated to the bottom. The pit con

tained a lot of charcoal and ash and was covered with peanut 
shells (Tab. 8). 

The ]arge area with charcoal and ashes between the houses and 

the well had a depth of only a few centimetres and it contained no 

finds. 
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ARTEFACTS No OF DESCRIPTION 
ITEMS 

Pottery 86 12 rim sherds and 7 4 bo dy sherds. 

Banes 39 36 banes; 3 teeth. 

P!astic 1 Piece of burnt plastic. 

Meta! 1 Piece of scrap meta!. 

Material 1 Piece of fabric. 

Nail 1 Iran nail 

Other Pieces of aluminium tea packages. 

Tab 7. The contents of midden A, leve! 10-20 cm, Zizi's 
homestead in Mukutukutu. 

ARTEFACTS No OF DESCRIPTION 
ITEMS 

Pottery 3 2 sherds belonging to the same vessel. 

Banes 3 undefined 

I 

. 
. I·. 

Plastic 2 1 bag for seed maize, 1 bag for white sugar. '• 

Bottle caps 3 2 Coca Cola type, 1 for olive oil. 

Meta! 1 Corroded tin-can. I• 

Material 2 Pieces of fabric. 

Nail 1 Iran nail. 

Rubber 1 Slipper sole 

Other Pieces of aluminium tea packages. 

Tab. 8. The contents af midden B, Zizi's homestead in 
Mukutukutu. 

Archaeological interpretation 

• 

I 

• 

One of the circular houses (building 2) was very well preserved, • 

· with standing wall poles and part af the daubing clay still intad 

as well as fired daub in the centre. In another circular hous~ 
(building 6) the hearth construction was in good condition, which 

indicates that the time lap since abandonment had not been very 

long. Both houses have with no doubt been used as kitchens, as 
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Fig. 71. Midden B, a small garbage pit with charcoal and 
ashes together with a few fragments of household items. 

both the lay-out of the constructions and the remains of hearths 

indicate. 

Two other circular house foundations (buildings 7 and 10) may 

also be the remains ofkitchens. 

The small, more or less square, stone settings (buildings 3 and 

8) have most likely served as chicken pens. The founding stones 

with and without flooring of the large square houses (buildings 1, 

5 and 9) may have been used as the bases for secondary granaries. 

The construction supported by the founding stones of building 11 

may be interpreted as having the same function as building 4, a 

primary granary. 

The immediate archaeological interpretation of the site with 

those numerous buildings, of which at least two kitchens appear 

to have been of contemporary use, was that the homestead was in

habited by an extended family of at least two households. This 

means that approximately 10-14 persons may have lived on the 

si te. 
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As is illustrated by the finds, for example the bag af seed maize 

and the grinding stones, the people living an the homestead had 

an agrarian lifestyle. Finds such as the bottle tops, aluminium tea 

packages and the piece af a milk bottle, show that there also has 

been same influence af the modern industrialised society. 

The large area with charcoal and ashes between the well and 

the houses has obviously been used for same kind af fire, possibly 

a continuos use for the firing af pottery. 

Pottery analyses 
The sherd material from Mukutukutu has not been sampled for 

petrographic microscopy, nor has it been scrutinised ta the same 

extent as have the sherd assemblage from the Mafemba ridge set

tlement. A total af 268 pot sherds were found in the garbage ar

eas. However, it should be noted that only part af the garbage 

areas were excavated (5m2 out af c. 35m2
). 

The material display a variety af cooking, storage and serving 

vessels in similar manner as in the Mafemba homestead. Ta be 

noted is that only two 

sherds were decorated. % 

The sherd thickness 
50,-~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~ 

distribution af the total 40 

pottery material show a 
30 

dip at the thickness 9 mm, 

indicating the presence of 20 

at least two different ves-
10 

sel types (Fig. 72). 

The sherd fragmenta- 0 

tian distribution shows 

very few sherds with a 

weight less than 3 grams 

(Fig. 73). The majority af 

the sherds fall within the 

three weight groups 3>6, 

n = 265 

X=9.8mm 

Jll~ .• : IJ~ 
5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0 

Sherd thickness (mm) 

tTIJ True weight B Adjusted weight 

Fig. 72. Sherd thickness distri
bution, of the total sherd mate
rial from midden A, Zizi's 
homestead. 
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Fig. 73. Frequency distribution, 
ofthe fragmented sherds from 
midden A, Zizi's homestead. 

ihe; settlement was occupied, the conclusions were absolutely 

Wroilg. Instead of a large family, living at the place, the site had 
een occupied twice. The first time from the end of the 1960s until 

19$6. For the better part of that time span only one man, his wife 

and one child lived there. The child, a nephew (sister's son), 

looked after the animals. When Zizi himself died in 1986 his wife 
' . 

wtls too old to manage the farm on her own and had to leave the 

·homestead and the site was abandoned. In 1987 a distant relative 

(nevertheless kin in an extended family) moved to the site. He 

·; ,built his own houses hut be occupied Zizi's fields. The occupation 

. ofZizi's fields in particular caused a serious rift between the new 

resident and Zizi's close relatives, causing the revived homestead 
··. to be abandoned again in 1989. Thus the explanation for the nu

merous buildings and the peculiar location of garbage area A be

comes apparent. The first inhabitants of the site used buildings 

5:-11, cattle pen 13 and garbage area A. However, all the buildings 

ol' this first occupation were not used at the same time. The gran

ary building 5 most likely succeeded granary no 10 and the 

kitchen nun;ber 6 may have a precursor in buildings no 7 or 10. 
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The second settlers constructed and used buildings 1-4 as well as 

cattle pen 12 and garbage pit B. 
The grinding stones had basically been used to grind different 

kinds of grain for the making of home brewed beer. 
The area with charcoal and ashes between the well and the 

houses was a result of a relatively short but intense work. The 

second inhabitant of the homestead decided to make the well 
deeper and kept a big fire for the making, repairing and sharpen

ing of the tools needed for that job. 
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Chapter 11 

Discussions and concluding remarks 

Migration 
One of the problems which an archaeological excavation is set to 

solve is to work out the sequence of occupation of a residential site 

(for example) and if possible to assess the relative length of each 

period of occupation. The two cases described above can give us a 

general picture on the life history of a Shona settlement. 

Mafemba has an interesting history of shifting homesteads 

(Tab. 9). There is an obvious migratory tendency. The longest pe

riod of stay at one place before 1974 was 13 years. Between 1959 

and 1973 the homestead was moved 4 times. Thus on average a 

homestead was abandoned after 4 years of occupation. Migrations 

usually are triggered by problems at one location and the prospect 
of better opportunities at the proposed destination. In this case all 

destinations were within 3 km from the ridge. This only creates 

problems for the archaeologist. AB mentioned earlier the infor

mant showed us a previous site of his homestead which was 

From-To 

Mafernba Family (ridge) 1947 - 1958 

Old Mafemba (fields) 1958 -1961 

Kurotwi 1959-1967 

Kurotwi 1967 -1971 

Kurotwi 1971-1973 

Kurotwi 1973 - present 

Noof Distance 
persons from ridge 

(km) 

13 

2 1 

8 3 

9 2.5 

9 2.5 

2 2.5 

Tab. 9. The migration ofthe Mafemba family, with special 
emphasis of Kurotwi Mafemba. The table illustrates the 
duration of a settlement as well as number of inhabitants 
and distance from the ridge settlement. 
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occupied for three years. One could hardly see any traces of occu

pation. The second problem is that in the absence of any signifi

cant cultural change all 5 locations mentioned above are Iikely to 

be treated as contemporary sites and present a misleading pic

ture about settlement density. Today Mafemba does not have 

much freedom in to shift his homestead as he had 20 years ago. 

One is tempted to think that since there was little pressure on the 

land as population was far smaller than now, the life span of a 

homestead was much shorter. But as the case of Zizi shows a new 

family can settle on an old farmstead. This can lead us to think 

that mast archaeological sites with dense occupation deposits may . 

have been accumulated from numerous cases of short periods of 

occupation by people practising the same life style. In fäet it is 

only possible to recognise an intrusion inta a settlement by a new 

group if the former and new-comers practised significantly differ
ent lifestyles. 

A farmer would build more houses to meet the needs of an in

creasing population as when old Mafemba's sons married. In both 

occupations at Mukutukutu the family consisting of three mem

bers was too small to justify the number of housing units they 

built. In Zizi's case he did not actually have a child hut a nephew 

in his custody. It is likely that certain units were built to fulfil a 

stereotype image of a homestead. In this way they reflect more 

than just the need to provide accommodation and demonstrate a 

search for legitimate recognition. 

Square houses with a raised floar, usually serve as granaries 

and sometimes with a joined function as sleeping house. Round 

houses are traditionally used as kitchens. Only in rare cases 

kitchens with a square outline occur. Among the remains of 

houses on the ridge one such case may be found in house no 8. 
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What happens to a ceramic vessel when it is broken? 
In archaeological materials from garbage pits and cultural layers 

at settlements it is very rare to find enough sherds from the same 

vessel to make reconstruction's of whole pots. There may be sev

eral thousands of sherds among the finds hut only one or two ves

sels may be reconstructed. Out of the remaining sherds the 

vessels are represented by single sherds or two, three sometimes 

up to ten sherds joined together. Very often the single sherds are 

part of rims with distinct profile and sometimes a decoration that 

should make it easy to find other sherds with corresponding 

features. 

Why is this so? What happens to a ceramic vessel when it is 

broken? There are a number of possible factors that may affect 

sherds of a ceramic ware and make them disintegrate or disap

pear from the site: 

1) A poorly fired ware deposited in a wet environment, 2) differ

ent kinds of acids e.g. phosphoric acid, 3) an accumulation of salt, 

4) material in the plough level may be scattered over a !arge area 

owing to cultivation, 5) methods of excavation e.g. only a part of 

the site is investigated, the use of power shovels and other ma

chines to remove the soil 6) a high leve! ofmechanical fragmenta

tion caused by people and animals, 7) reuse of large sherds that 

may be removed from the site when people are moving (Vogel 

1993, pp. 405). 

Since it is very common to find only a few small sherds from 

each of numerous vessels in our archaeological eon text it is impor

tant that we find reasonable explanations to this problem. 

Vessels buried as grave gifts or bone containers in burial sites 

are in most cases more or less intact (not counting the upper part 

of the vessels that may be cut off through present day cultivation). 

These vessels are manufactured in the same manner as the house

hold goods, in fäet in some periods these grave urns are household 

vessels that are being reused. The suggested explanations 1, 2 and 
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3 listed above are therefore not to be considered as the mast com

mon explanations ta this problem. 

The Mafemba homestead and its surroundings were thoroughly 

surveyed and no trace of sherds could be found on the surface not 

to mention damaged or whole vessels. The garbage areas were ex

cavated with trowels and every single pot-sherd was collected. It 
therefore came as much of a surprise when the ceramic finds had 

been processed that we did not have orre single reconstructable 

vessel but 136 sherds that originated from no less than c. 35 dif

ferent pots. Moreover the sherds had been deposited in the ground 

for only a few decades and have not been exposed long enough to 

any kind of acids etc. that might have had a disintegrating effect 

an the ware. As a result of this investigation we may assume that 

the explanations 4 and 5 above are less dominating factors to ex

plain the lack of reconstructable pots. That leaves us with expla

nations 6 and 7 as the most probable causes to our difficulty to 

find an adequate number of sherds for shape reconstructions. 

To correctly interpret data from garbage (and not get garbage 

data) we also have to consider the conditions of garbage disposal. 

Let us therefore try to picture how a vessel may be braken and 

how it is treated thereafter. The part most exposed to damage of a 

vessel is the rim. Pieces ofvarious sizes may be broken offthe rim 

but the vessel can still be used for its original function (Fig. 74). 

"About 70% of all daily-use cooking vessels in the village Guina

ang (Philippines) have chipped rims. They vary widely in size and 

shape, but mast appear to have been formed by single impacts" 

(Skibo 1992, p. 129). "The rims of cooking vessels are most often 

chipped while the pots are carried or moved within the house or 

transported to the washing spots. Impacts ta the rim were most 

often observed while the pots were being picked up; contacts was 

made with other pots or with shelves or items in the house." 

(Skibo 1992, p. 130). Sometimes the damaged part is mended with 

for instance a piece of meta], which can also be found on pots from 

prehistoric time in Scandinavia (Fig. 75) (Henriksen 1992, p. 157; 
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Fig. 7 4. Partly braken vessels are still in use. 

Willemark 1989, pp. 112). The pieces that are braken off are pick

ed up and thrown. in the garbage, thus an explanation ta the 

comparatively large number of single rim sherds (rim sherds 

that can not be associated ta any other sherd) amang the finds. 
When a vessel drops, the area clasest ta the point afimpact will 

normally be the most fragmented. The sherds from the braken 
vessel vary in size from less than lcm2 and - depending an the 

size of the vessel - up to several hundred cm2
• AB an average 

10-20% of the vessel surface is fragmented into sherds less than 

70 cm2 in size. 

As rnentianed above the mast frequent form af maintenance of 

a Buhera homestead is sweeping, using a straw braom to gather 

the refuse and collecting it on a flat cardboard, a piece of flat waad 

or a piece of meta! that will serve the function of a dust-pan. 

Thereafter it is carried to the garbage area and dispased of. Only 

small sherds that is missed during sweeping will be trampled inta 

the ground of the living area. N aturally this is more likely to 
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Fig. 75a, b. Prehistoric vessels from Scandinavia. The 
rim of the vessels was braken and mended by means of a 
sheet of metal. a) Iron Age vessel from Ringe 80, Den
mark (Courtesy: Henriksen 1992, p. 159). b) Iron Age As
bestos Ware from Ödingen, Sweden (Courtesy: Willemark 
1989, p. 113). . 

happen during the ramy season when the ground is soft and 

rnuddy. 
The transformation of the sherds will not halt just because they 

are deposited in the garbage area. This area is frequently visited 

by cattle, sheep, goats, dogs, chickens etc., that most likely will 
cause further fragmentation ofthe sherds (Fig. 76). The animals 

rnay also remove sherds from the garbage e.g. a dog that has 

found a sherd with a delicious taste will probably take his loot to 
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a safer place. Heavy rainfall may also remove the sherds from 

their original location of deposition. The garbage area is often ex

posed to fire sometimes intentional hut more often accidental due 

to the fäet that the ashes from the fireplace are daily thrown 

among the garbage. 

Let us return to our broken pot. If we were lucky and only a 

part of the rim was broken the vessel would continue in its origi

nal function, hut if the damage was more severe the original func

tion of the pot has come to an end. A ceramic pot has not only a 

value as an object with a defined function. It must also be looked 

upon as an investment - in money or exchangeable goods and 

services. It is therefore very likely that the owner was very reluc

tant to throw away anything that could be of future use. This has 

also been observed in ethnoarchaeological studies in the Maya 

Highlands (Deal 1985) where partly broken pots were stored along 

the outside walls of building structures. This type of storage of 

vessels which Deal call "Provisional discard" is an "intentional 
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Fig. 77. The pots are stored under a granary for future 
use. This is a living example of provisional discard. 

storage of damaged or fragmented items for future disposal or re

use" (Deal 1985, p. 253). We can observe provisional discard of 

pottery in practically every homestead in Buhera. They are not so 

much stored along the walls of buildings as under the raised floars 

of granaries (Fig. 77). It is not only braken vessels that are stored 

in this way but also complete ones which are not used in the every 

day household work. This out ofthe way location under a granary 

is most suitable since the pots are well protected from further 

damage by <logs, goats etc. Children, however, may cause prob

lems since it is also an ideal place to hide under granaries when 

playing, thus rough play may result in the breakage of pots. The 

children may also remove pots and !arge sherds when they play 

house-keeping games. 

From sherds to vessel types 
AB mentioned above the sherds from the garbage areas were heav

ily fragmented and very few sherds originated from one and the 
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same vessel. Thus, unfortunately, it was not possible to carry out 

a proper shape analyses on this material. However, if we use the 

rim diameter in order to estimate the vessel height we will arrive 

at a highly plausible distribution ofvessel types. In the sherd ma

terial from the Mafemba's homestead the diameter of 12 rim 

sherds could be determined ofwhich 8 emanate from cooking pots 

(blackened sherds) and 4 from drinking/serving/storing vessels 

(oxidized sherds) (Tab. 4). The over-representation of rim sherds 

from cooking pots among the archaeological finds as compared to 

the ethnographic data may be explained by a more frequent day 

to day use of cooking pots over drinking/serving/storing pots, thus 

increasing the chance of accidental breakage of the rim. The sizes 

of the vessels correspond very well with the present day pottery 

assemblages in Buhera. This indicate that the three smaller cook

ing pots have been used for cooking relish, the three middle-sized 

orres for cooking sadza and the two larger ones for cooking pump

kins, maize, sweet potatoes etc. Among the oxidized rim sherds, 

the one with the smallest diameter may originate from a drinking 

vessel. The two middle-sized vessels may have been used for car

rying water or serving beer and the largest pot has most likely 

been used for storing beer. 

The sherd thickness distribution of pottery found in an ar

chaeological context reflects to some extent the homogeneity of a 

vessel assemblage. The various peaks in the diagram usually rep

resent different types ofvessels (Fig. 41). One reaches a better un

derstanding of the archaeological findings if they are to be 

compared with locally, traditionally made pottery oftoday. In both 

groups of pottery we find that cooking pots in general have thin

ner vessel walls than storage and serving vessels. Furthermore, 

the wall thickness is related to vessel size - small vessels have 

thin walls and !arge vessels have thick walls. The ethnographic 

study shows that ordinary cooking pots fall within a very limited 

size range (height 14-30 cm), whereas drinking, serving and stor

age pots have a much wider size range (height 19-53 cm) (Fig. 
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18-19). Fots for cooking beer are much larger than pots for cook

ing food and during the last decades the traditional clay pots for 

this purpose have to a !arge extent have been exchanged for tin

drums. Ifwe "translate" the result ofthe sherd thickness distribu

tion of the pottery from old Mafemba's and Zizi's farmsteads inta 

vessel size, we find that the blackened ware have a very limited 

size range. However, there is a "jump" in the sherd thickness dis

tribution to a few sherds of a thicker ware, which mast likely rep

resent the beer-cooking pots. The oxidised ware on the other hand 

have a much wider range ofvessel sizes (Fig. 42-43). 

The results of the two types of investigation show good confor

mity, and one may therefore safely assume that the pottery inven

tory of the two investigated sites is of the same type as in Buhera 

today. 
Furthermore the use of the same or a very similar clay for the 

manufacture of various vessel types which is indicated by the pe

trographic microscopy on the sampled sherds from the excavations 

is largely confirmed by the interviews with the potters. AB long as 

the clay from the individual potter's quarry works well in the 

forming process and in the functional aspects, there has been no 

need to use different clays for different vessel types. On the con

trary, the potters are very conservative in their choice of raw ma

terial and do not want to change clay source if it is not absolutely 

necessary. 

Abandonment of a site 
The occurrence and distribution of pot-sherds and other waste 

material at the Mafemba settlement on the hill should be viewed 

and evaluated in comparison with what was found at Zizi's home

stead. The finds from the garbage areas show the same pattern. 

However, the two sites are very different when it comes to surface 

finds. At Zizi's homestead wall poles and flooring of several houses 

were still in situ. Furthermore there were numerous sherds of 

pottery and glass as well as other waste scattered on the ground 
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Fig. 78. Sherds of pottery, glass and pieces of metal scat
tered on the ground. 

surface anda number ofwhole or parlly damaged vessels stacked 

under the remains of the floor of granaries (Fig. 78 and 79). Most 

likely these differences do not so much illustrate various behav

iour towards garbage disposal as a difference in the abandonment 

of the two sites. 

The two sites are a good illustration to the fäet that the manner 

in which a settlement is abandoned is of great importance when 

its remains are to be interpreted. A gradual abandonment, for in

stance, where the settlers make repeated returns to the site in or

der to collect household goods, building material etc. leave very 

little surface material to be found. This is what happened when 

the inhabitants moved out from Old Mafemba's homestead on the 

ridge. In these events their garbage areas may be the only avail

able source of information. 

If the abandonment is abrupt, for instance caused by an enemy 

attack, a fire etc., more or less everything is left behind on the 
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Fig. 79. Braken pots are left under the floar of an aban
doned granary. 

site. Sometimes the inhabitants may return to search the rubble, 

but most often only to get their valuables. In the case of Zizi's 

homestead the abandonment was not so violent but nevertheless 

abrupt. The first occupation ended when Zizi died and his wife 

moved to be looked after by her relatives. Here no one had any 

interest to gather and take care of her used and partly damaged 

utensils. The second occupation lasted for less than two years, and 

except for the constructions 1-4 and the small garbage pit B, and 
the area with ashes and charcoal in-between the· settlement and 

the well, nothing else can be associated with this occupation. One 
must therefore assume that everything else was removed at the 

time of abandonment. 

A number ofvaluable information has been derived at from the 

investigations in Buhera. For instance the difficulty in estimating 

the number of people living on these types of settlements is 
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evident since the basic set-up for a household unit is (may be) the 

same regardless ifthe family consists of two orten members. 

Another experience this investigation has given us is how to 

evaluate waste in a garbage dump, e.g. number of pots and other 

items used at the site, vessel function etc. Furthermore, the 

search for evidence for how the settlement was abandoned must 

be seen as crucial in an archaeological investigation in order to 

reach a meaningful interpretation of a si te. 

When one enters the rural areas of Zimbabwe, like Buhera Dis

trict, it is easy for someone used to a European lifestyle to imagine 

that you are not only travelling in space hut also in time. The area 

seem to have the potential for limitless ethnoarchaeological stud

ies. But we always have to bear in mind that this is not Iron Age 

Europe this is late 20th century Africa. This area has been ex

posed to great social and environmental changes (population in

crease, wild game decrease, clearing of land, erosion etc.) <luring 

the last century and not least <luring the last decades. When we 

interpret the data derived at by ethnoarchaeological studies we 

have to take these fäets into consideration. This does not mean 

that ethnoarchaeological studies can not be used as guidelines for 

the interpretation of archaeological problems and hypothesis. On 

the contrary, we may use them as long as we are aware of their 

]imitations. We have gained a great deal if they give us impulses 

and concrete suggestions to alternative models of interpretation. 
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